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Preface
In recent years, some leaders in cloud physics became
convinced that the time was ripe for a review of their
subject to bring into focus its achievements and expectations, crucial scientific problems, areas where it can contribute to recognized National-Societal needs, and its
priorities in the light of many recent advances which
have been made both within cloud physics and in the
overlap areas between cloud physics and other areas of
science.
On behalf of the American Meteorological Society and
its Cloud Physics Committee, we undertook the task of
organizing such a review, involving over 60 prominent
scientists from cloud physics and other fields of atmospheric science. T h e work of four panels culminated in
a 3-day meeting at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, Colorado, 22-24 October 1973. Panel
reports were then reviewed and put into perspective at a
3-day meeting at AMS Headquarters, Boston, 2-5 December 1973.2 Findings of this review are summarized in
this document and the following four papers.
Cloud physics is a discipline within meteorology concerned with the properties of clouds in the atmosphere
and the processes that operate within them, the wide
variety of phenomena peculiar to natural clouds, and
the interactions of clouds with the atmosphere from the
scale of single clouds and cloud groups, through the
synoptic scale up to the planetary and climatic. An important goal of cloud physics is a calculable model that,
from a basis in observations, can predict over a time span
of a few hours the behavior of mesoscale regions of the
atmosphere in which condensation and related phenomena such as rain, snow, squalls, tornadoes and electrical activity may occur.
From the considerable amount of material contributed
to this review by the four panels, and taking advantage
of reviews and comments provided by many of the
participants, we have distilled this summary comprising
1 This study, and publication of the reports therefrom, was
carried out under the auspices of the American Meteorological Society with support from the National Science Foundation.
2 We gratefully acknowledge support from the National
Science Foundation (Grant GA-38849 to the AMS) for some of
the travel and incidental costs involved.
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sections on milestones of progress in cloud physics, the
most important scientific problems recognized today, four
important areas where cloud physics should be able to
contribute to society in the next decade (viz., short
term weather prediction, air and environmental quality,
cloud and weather modification, and climate), and some
qualified statements about resources. T h e final section of
this report makes several recommendations which, if successfully implemented, should go far in making cloud
physics an increasingly useful and productive discipline.
A list of the Participants in this review is given in the
Appendix, and the Reports of the four Panels appear
as following papers in this issue of the BULLETIN.
1. Introduction
T h e four "terrestrial" planets which lie closest to the
sun are comparable in size and composition. Of the three
which have atmospheres, Venus is totally cloud-covered
and Mars is almost cloudless, but the Earth shows a
continually fluctuating pattern of cloud which on the
average covers about half of the surface. Terrestrial
clouds differ widely in their properties. They provide the
Earth's fresh water through rain- and snowfall; but they
also produce damaging hail and lightning. They provide
the fuel for devastating storms such as tornadoes and
hurricanes. They are an essential link in the global
atmospheric circulation and they influence regional
and global climate by affecting the radiation balance.
Cloud physicists study these processes, drawing upon
the weH-developed sciences of chemistry, physics and
fluid dynamics. Topics such as gas to particle conversion,
radiation, electrification, and the interaction of clouds
with larger scale fields of motion are part of this discipline. Major tools are computers for numerical simulation, aircraft and radars for observation, and wind
tunnels and cold rooms for studying properties of cloud
and precipitation particles.
With the discovery in 1946 that supercooled clouds
can be intentionally modified to ice, a further degree of
freedom, with profound societal implications, was added
to cloud physics research. It is against this background
that we report here on the development and current
status of cloud physics research and suggest possible
courses for its future during this decade.
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2. Milestones of progress
a. Scientific

insights

Airborne studies of clouds and precipitation formation
were first undertaken in Germany during the 1930s and
yielded evidence favoring the hypothesis that precipitation forms in supercooled clouds by the distillation of
water from many droplets to a few ice particles. On
the basis of this hypothesis, the first cloud-seeding experiments were conducted in 1946, using Dry Ice.
Soon after this, accumulating evidence showed that
at least in tropical maritime locations, ice was not always
essential for the production of rain. Such rain is formed
by the coalescence of droplets falling at slightly different
speeds and has come to be known as "warm" rain.
Later work showed that the two growth processes often
proceed simultaneously (Fig. 1).
T h e demonstration that it was possible to trigger the
formation of precipitation in some clouds stimulated interest in cloud physics and, since that time, there have
been a number of significant advances in basic understanding. A few of the outstanding findings are described below:
1. T h e discovery that silver iodide is an efficient ice
nucleant made possible the development of a more
widely applicable seeding technology.
2. T h e varying efficiency of precipitation formation in
clouds of different geographical regions led to studies
showing that the nature of the pre-existing aerosol
strongly influences the concentrations and sizes of
cloud droplets, and the effectiveness of precipitationforming processes.
3. Observations of "warm" rain showed that the formation of raindrops occurred in a shorter time than could
be explained by existing theories. This difficulty was
partly resolved by recognition of droplet coalescence as
a stochastic process, opening the way for the realistic
numerical modeling of the formation of precipitation.
4. From simple conceptual models of buoyant convection based on laboratory studies, numerical models of
cumulus convection were constructed, including the
thermodynamic effects of condensation and the interactions between microphysical events and cloud dynamics (Fig. 2). These models compared fairly well with
observed cloud behavior, and were used with considerable success to sharpen statistical analyses of seeding
experiments on convective clouds, especially those in
which massive seeding was used to cause extensive glaciation in the supercooled parts of clouds. Experiments
of this type aim to increase cloud buoyancy sufficiently
to cause the cloud to grow taller and broader, and to
draw in a larger flux of water vapor, thereby increasing
the supply of "fuel" for the whole reaction.
5. Concern about the deposition of radioactive materials from the atmosphere soon led to the realization
that clouds and precipitation are powerful scavengers of
particles and of some gases. It has been established that
clouds and precipitation are the primary mechanisms

by which the atmosphere is able to eliminate vast quantities of pollutants which otherwise would certainly affect climate not only on a local, but also on the global
scale.
6. Of similar geophysical significance is the role played
by cumulus towers in the energetics of hurricanes, and
in equatorial regions where giant cumulus clouds are a
major heat source for the atmospheric heat engine.
b. Instrumentation

and measurement

systems

In the atmosphere in general, the primary tasks of
measurement relate to temperature, humidity and wind
speed and direction. In clouds, the determination of
the sizes and concentrations of droplets and ice particles,
and the three-dimensional fields of motion are central
problems. Properties of the aerosol which relate to the
nucleation of droplets and of ice particles also are important. T h e measurement of these parameters raises
problems of a high order of difficulty, and not all have
been adequately solved. Relatively simple methods which
work well in the clear air often fail in the more exacting
environment of clouds, particularly if they are supercooled. For example, a thermometer exposed in a
supercooled cloud can be in error by many degrees
because its thermal balance is often dominated by the
latent heat released when impinging cloud and raindrops freeze.
Despite these difficulties remarkable progress has been
made in some areas, a few of which are outlined below:
1. Radar has been used to delineate the distribution
of precipitation in convective storms and in widespread
cloud systems characteristic of the cyclones of temperate
latitudes. With the development of digital computers
and associated data processing techniques, it is becoming
practical to use radars for quantitative estimation of
precipitation rate over wide areas difficult to monitor
with raingages. With two radars of different wavelengths
but with common beam volumes to measure both attenuation and reflectivity it appears feasible to detect
hail and to measure the liquid water content of accumulation zones in severe storms. This is a very important
development because these destructive storms are not
readily accessible to direct measurement techniques.
2. Recent advances in meteorological Doppler radar,
especially in data processing techniques, have given
atmospheric scientists a powerful tool for studying a
variety of cloud phenomena. With a single vertically
pointing Doppler one can deduce the structure of vertical air motions in convective clouds. Raindrop size spectra can also be deduced from such a radar but not with
sufficient accuracy for studies of processes leading to drop
spectra evolution. A single Doppler scanning around
all azimuths at moderately low elevation angles can be
used for direct measurement of horizontal air divergence
in areas of relatively homogeneous precipitation.
Very recently, Doppler radars have been used to
measure the horizontal velocity of precipitation particles.
When two such radars are arranged to scan a common
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FIG. 2. The two diagrams demonstrate a silver iodide seeding experiment done on computergenerated clouds. The numerical model simulates the growth of cumulus-type clouds forming
over a mountain ridge in a domain 20 km wide and 10 km high. The general environmental
airflow is from left to right. Clouds have formed to the left in the model and grown to form
an anvil present at 7 km. The upper diagram shows the non-seeded case; the bottom, the
seeded case. Seeding is simulated by changing all cloud liquid to cloud ice and the rain to
precipitating ice at —10C instead of —25C in the natural (non-seeded) case. The hail (or
graupel) shown is in concentrations greater than 1 gm of hail per kg of air. Rain is in
concentrations greater than 1 gm per kg. These results demonstrate the effects of overseeding—less rain and less hail come from the seeded cloud since the large amounts of cloud
ice that form are carried aloft and downwind in the anvil. (Orville, South Dakota School of
Mines.)
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volume at low elevation angles, the horizontal component of the velocity of the echoing material can be deduced. Since the horizontal velocity of precipitation is
equal to that of the air, it has been possible in this way
to deduce the field of motion at successive levels within
convective storms. From considerations of continuity and
the comparison of neighboring levels, information about
mean vertical velocities of the air can be deduced. Now
for the first time scientists have the capability for measuring horizontal circulations in severe storms of all types
including those producing tornadoes (Fig. 3).
3. Measurement of cloud droplet spectra is at present
possible only by carrying a probe into a cloud. T h e
space and time scales involved are such that the only
practical platforms are airplanes. T h e high speed of an
airplane in itself poses certain problems, but the major
problem has been one of data processing: the labor involved in measuring droplet replicas or traces is so great
that sampling capability has been severely limited. Recently, several devices have been developed which
make it possible to measure cloud particle spectra with
a speed and reliability heretofore impossible. Examples
of these devices are the electro-optical probes, electrostatic disdrometers and rapid sequence cameras.
4. Since clouds form primarily as a result of upward
air motions, and since turbulent fluxes play a vital role
in the planetary boundary layer from which they arise,
as well as in the internal mixing within cloud and between a cloud and its environment, detailed measurements of air motions are of critical importance. As mentioned above, logistic considerations dictate that an airplane is the only practical vehicle for this purpose. It
has been found possible, by combining recently developed inertial navigation devices with digital data processing techniques, to measure in real time the three
components of the velocity of the air relative to the
ground. T h e resolution of these measurements is such
that when combined with a fast-responding thermomter
or hygrometer, the vertical eddy fluxes of heat or water
vapor can be deduced.
3. Crucial scientific problems
a. Interactions

between microphysics and

dynamics

Certain aspects of the micropliysical events in clouds,
such as droplet formation and growth, are moderately
well understood. T h e same is true of the dynamics of
clouds in broad outline. Perhaps because the scales involved are so disparate, these two topics have usually
been studied separately, although in the modeling of
deep convection, some success has been achieved in
describing the dynamical consequences of glaciation, a
microphysical event.
One area where the two topics are inextricably intertwined relates to the effects of turbulence in clouds.
Apart from the near surface layers, where turbulence
arises from the shear of the horizontal wind, most tropospheric turbulence is associated with clouds. While a
convective cloud certainly forms as a result of rising air

motions, its temperature and liquid water content are
usually less than would follow from adiabatic expansion
of the upward moving cloudy air. Observations unequivocally show that mixing occurs between the moist
rising air and the drier air which the cloud penetrates.
T h e primary effect of such mixing is to cause partial
evaporation of portions of the cloud with a consequent
reduction in temperature and buoyancy. A second effect
is to dilute the upward momentum of the moist buoyant
air. Both effects tend to limit cloud growth. T h e importance of such effects varies greatly from one cloud
type to another—in large cumulonimbi the innermost
parts of the cloud are in part protected from the dry
environmental air by the surrounding cloud volumes. In
the case of a moderate cumulus the erosion and dilution
which result from mixing with the environment typically
limit the lifetime of the cloud to about half an hour.
If such a cloud is to produce rain or snow, the processes
leading to the formation of precipitation-sized particles
must be completed before cloud dissipation occurs.
It is clear therefore that in the case of convective
clouds there is only a limited time for precipitation to
form, as has been long recognized for orographic clouds
forming in a stream of air which climbs the windward
side of a mountain range and descends the lee slope. In
the construction of a model of a cumulus or cumulonimbus, account must be taken of the mixing which
occurs with dry environmental air, and also of the turbulent transports occurring within the cloud itself, since
these factors play a role in determining the liquid
water content of the cloud, the size and number of
droplets and vertical air velocities, all of which influence
the growth of precipitation particles and their residence
time in various portions of the cloud.
Cumulus turbulence involves one factor which is not
present in some fluid mechanics problems such as the
rise, spread and dilution of a buoyant plume of smoke.
Since the condensed water is finally subdivided, partial
evaporation quickly occurs when mixing introduces unsaturated environmental air into a cloud. T h e resulting
cooling contributes to the creation of buoyancy fluctuations and hence to the generation of turbulent energy.
Thus, the nature of the turbulence, and hence of the
mixing process, may be influenced by the relative humidity of the environment; this would not be the case in a
plume of smoke where phase changes were not occurring.
b. Ice in the

atmosphere

Ice plays a vital role in many aspects of the behavior of
supercooled clouds. Current attempts to augment precipitation or otherwise modify the weather by cloud
seeding rely on the hypothesis that natural concentrations of ice crystals in clouds are so low that precipitationforming processes within the cloud, or alternatively the
dynamics of the clouds themselves, can be beneficially
altered by catalyzing the formation of additional ice
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FIG. 3. Representations of motion within thunderstorms.
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particles; yet the direct observational evidence on natural
ice particle concentrations is sparse and confusing.
In view of the cost and difficulty of direct in-cloud
measurements, the approach most often taken has been
to study the concentration, as a function of temperature, of ice forming nuclei in the air near the surface, or
in the sub-cloud region. Cold chambers and membrane
filters are commonly used in these studies. If such measurements could be shown to relate to the formation of
ice in clouds in the same air mass, a knowledge of cloud
temperature would suffice to give an estimate of ice
particle concentrations.
However, as is well known, different ice nucleus counting techniques usually give different results. Moreover,
ice particle concentrations in clouds often appear to be
in excess of the ice nucleus concentration as measured by
any of the available methods, sometimes by as much
as a factor of 10*.
This situation contrasts strongly with the rather clear
success that has been achieved in predicting the concentration of droplets in clouds from measurements of the
spectrum of cloud condensation nuclei, and has given
rise to three main hypotheses:
1. There are several distinct mechanisms by which ice
nuclei become involved in the nucleation process in
clouds, with the result that no single device can
correctly count the nuclei that would be effective in any
given cloud;
2. Ice multiplication processes occur in clouds, so
that the basic assumption that there is always a one-toone correspondence between ice particles and nucleating
particles is invalid;
3. T h e sparse observations of natural ice particle concentrations are non-representative or have been misinterpreted.
Clarification of this situation is absolutely essential to
a complete understanding of natural precipitation and
to the development of rational strategies for cloud seeding. In addition, it is required for the development of
better numerical models of deep convection, since the
thermodynamics of large convective clouds is strongly
influenced by the latent heat released with glaciation.
Moreover, within such clouds, the development of electrification very likely depends in part on the formation
of ice.
c. Cumulus population

dynamics

In most numerical models of cumuli, cloud formation is
initiated by means of a prescribed pulse of vertical
momentum, temperature or moisture, singly or in
various combinations. In most cases the history of the
model cloud is found to depend, not so much on the
magnitude of the initial anomaly, but on its spatial
scale, especially in the horizontal. Clouds with smaller
radii will have their buoyancy diluted more rapidly by
mixing with their surroundings and may not reach

great heights or form precipitation. It is not unusual to
find atmospheric environments that yield model predictions of cloud tops varying from a few kilometers to over
10 km (33,000 ft) as cloud radii are varied from 0.5 km
(—1,600 ft) to 3.0 km (—10,000 ft). In nature, clouds of a
variety of sizes do indeed occur at any given time, but the
size distribution is not predictable by a cloud model
alone.
T h e problem is two-sided. T h e larger-scale motion field
appears to determine the spectral distribution of pulse
sizes, and the vertical fluxes due to the clouds themselves
may alter the vertical structure of the atmosphere in
which subsequent clouds grow.
Empirically, it is clear that synoptic-scale disturbances,
characterized by low-level convergence of mass and moisture, provide conditions favorable for broader (and
taller) convective clouds. However, the physical mechanism leading to this correlation is unclear. Various
parameterizations of the relationship have been attempted, but the situation must be considered less than
satisfactory pending its elucidation by a measurement
program of the subcloud layer on scales up to 100 km
(62 mi) coupled with theoretical advances.
There is some hope that the inverse problems of
the feedback of a specified field of convective clouds on
the larger-scale structure may be easier to solve. Onedimensional models of cumulus clouds appear to provide
a useful framework for a statistical representation of
vertical fluxes. Nevertheless, there is the urgent need to
verify the predictions of net flux from the simple onedimensional models with field measurements and with
experiments using more sophisticated three-dimensional
models.
d. Cloud

electrification

Lightning and thunder are among the more impressive
of atmospheric phenomena, and have long been an object of curiosity and of practical concern. Many theories
of cloud electrification have been advanced; in most of
these an essential role is played by ice particles, as is consistent with many types of laboratory experiments and
most field observations. Nevertheless, a few observations
of lightning have been made in clouds warmer than
freezing. These, plus recent laboratory and theoretical
studies of charge transfer between drops in near collision, suggest that the association of lightning with ice
may possibly be only incidental, both occurring in the
same convective cells.
T h e role of electrical effects in the coalescence of
droplets to form raindrops remains a tantalizing question. Computations of the electrical effects on the
collision coalescence processes are usually interpreted as
indicating that the effects are minor, except in the
continuing growth phase of thunderstorms. It is known,
however, that some cumuli that are devoid of lightning
nevertheless are a source of radio noise presumably
originating in some kind of discharge. Thus, the intimation remains that in electrical phenomena may be
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hidden a yet unknown key to the control of precipitation and of lightning.
e. Physics of layer clouds
U p to the present time cloud physicists have tended to
place emphasis on the study of cumulus clouds. Two
factors have contributed to this emphasis. Cumulus
clouds are of such a size and duration that they can be
observed as individual entities throughout their lifetimes as complete physical systems using data from
cameras, airplanes and radars. Most layer clouds are
of such great lateral extent or, as in the case of nimbostratus associated with cyclonic disturbances, of such
great depth that it is not possible with present measuring
systems to document their properties except over limited
regions. T h e second factor, a consequence of the first, is
that while in many cumulus clouds the time scale is such
that both radiation and cloud particle sedimentation
can be neglected, these factors cannot be ignored in layer
clouds. Thus, it is relatively easier to formulate models to
explain observed properties of cumulus clouds and then
to test the predictions of these models against observations.
Layer clouds, and the combinations of deep layer
clouds with embedded convection are exceedingly important in the overall workings of the atmosphere. They
play a major role in the radiation balance of the earthatmosphere-space system; they account for almost all
snow and much of the rain; they are important in
scavenging contaminants from the atmosphere and they
play a role in the energy conversion processes in large
scale cyclonic disturbances.
T h e effects of clouds on the long- and short-wave
radiation fluxes by which the thermal balance of the
earth is maintained depend, of course, on their depth,
temperature and microstructure. These effects must be
taken into account in attempts to model and predict
the behavior of the atmosphere on time scales exceeding a few days. Optically thin clouds present particularly difficult problems. Cloud physicists can help by
providing measurements on cloud particle sizes, shapes,
and concentrations. Especially important are data on
cirrus cloud properties.
T h e processes of precipitation development in large
weather systems are essentially similar to those occurring
in cumulus clouds. But because these systems are longlived, less affected by entrainment of dry air and aerosol
from the surroundings, and are sustained by regional
dynamical processes as well as local convection, the
precipitation processes may tend to become closely
coupled to the dynamical processes in a quasi-steady
state. Cumulus cloud studies are of limited value in
relation to this situation.
In spite of the enormous difficulty of studying clouds
of the large weather systems, some progress has been
made. T h e role of cirrus generator cells in seeding lower
clouds has been explored with radar. With radar and
airplanes we have taken some first steps in observational

studies of rain development along frontal surfaces.
There have been one or two initial attempts toward
developing numerical models of orographic cloud precipitation systems. Cloud physics has not yet had a
project of sufficient size to document the formation of
precipitation in even a major part of an extra-tropical
cyclone, or to study possible interactions of the precipitation processes with the storm dynamics. All of these are
areas where expanded research is likely to bring many
benefits both to science and to society.
4. Impact areas
T h e clouds have always been important to man because in most places they are the source of water, as
well as of devastating storms; but before the advent of
the airplane, they were virtually inaccessible. While they
had long been an object of scientific curiosity, their
properties and behavior first attracted serious notice
when aviators faced the need to minimize the hazards
of low ceilings, icing and thunderstorms. These concerns, however, were soon to be overshadowed by the
discovery in 1946 that through seeding by means of Dry
Ice, a stratus cloud of small supercooled droplets could
be converted into a mass of ice crystals, some of which
were large enough to survive their fall to the ground.
This prospect for precipitation enhancement accelerated
cloud research on a wide front resulting in the development of techniques for useful seeding of clouds in
certain important but still limited situations. This
research also has begun to reveal the complex interactions between the growth and fallout of precipitation
particles (cloud microphysics) and the processes which
govern the development of cloud formation, propagation,
and internal motions (cloud dynamics)—interactions
which on the one hand begin to offer explanations for
the variable and sometimes undesirable outcome of
some seeding experiments and on the other show the
possibilities for altering cloud dynamics through control of cloud particle microphysics. T h e latter possibility
has widened the prospects for changes in clouds and weather both deliberately through cloud seeding and inadvertently as a by-product of urbanization, industrialization and changing agricultural practices.
T h e role of clouds in cleansing the atmosphere of
pollutants has been a matter of concern by specialists
for over three decades and more recently by society at
large as it witnessed the deteriorating quality of the
atmosphere. More recently these concerns have expanded
into one of studying the role clouds may play in longterm changes in global climate and thereby on the production of food and fiber. Four impact areas were singled
out for emphasis by the scientists involved in this review.
These are:
a. Short-term

forecasting

In the view of many cloud physicists, the forecasting
of weather on time scales of several hours is one of the
important areas for involvement of cloud physics. Not
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only is this subject close to the core of meteorology, and
thus important to all atmospheric scientists, but improved short-term forecasting is a requirement for meaningful deliberate weather modification.
Some of the reasons identified for guarded optimism
about improved short-term forecasts are:
1. Development of more realistic models of wet convection should enhance our understanding of the initiation and growth of convective storms. T h e most complete of these models probably will not be used
directly in routine forecasting because of their excessive
requirements for initialization data and computer capabilities. However, increased understanding of the
physics of weather might lead to the development of
simpler models employing parameterization of sub-grid
scale processes and not requiring a dense network of
sounding stations. These should prove useful for shortterm forecasting of probabilities of wet convection type
weather. Such simple models have already been used
for real time decision making in several weather modification experiments.
2. Increasing emphasis in cloud physics on studies of
the interaction between cloud and precipitation processes and mesoscale dynamics, especially as it relates to
cloud initiation and cloud mergers, should provide
additional insight into short-term weather developments.
3. Steady improvement in digital meteorological radars
with automatic data processing and the development of
radar networks should provide a new level of achievement in detection and monitoring of weather associated
with wet convection.
4. Acquisition of data on the microstructure of layer
clouds, especially cirrus, should enable analysts to make
better interpretations of satellite radiation measurements.
Specific examples of areas in short-term forecasting
in which improvements may be expected through continued incorporation of findings from cloud physics are:
1. Excessive rain from convective storms and associated forecasts of river runoff and flash floods;
2. Restricted visibilities, fog and low stratus, especially
as they are related to urban weather effects—there
seems to be no reason why local networks of weather
stations installed for monitoring weather factors relating to air pollution should not be used simultaneously
to benefit local weather forecast offices;
3. Severe convective storms and associated weather
elements like hail and damaging winds;
4. Rapid deepening of cyclonic disturbances—by incorporating convective heat release, heat and momentum transports and improved cloud radiation into
numerical models.
b. Air and environment
One of
that the
products
different

quality

the consequences of our industrial society is
material residues of our products and byoccur in forms, places, and concentrations very
from the initial raw materials.

T h e atmosphere is being used to disperse some of
these residues. Apart from local sedimentation of large
particles, precipitation from clouds is the chief agent
for removing these materials from the air.
Cloud physicists are involved in these matters of air
quality through their studies of natural and maninduced aerosols, clouds and precipitation, scavenging
processes, and most recently in their studies of inadvertent weather modification induced by large urbanweather complexes. Project M E T R O M E X is such a study
currently under way in St. Louis (see BULLETIN, 55,
86-121).
Measurements show that metropolitan areas profoundly increase the number of cloud condensation
nuclei, and this in turn causes substantial alteration of
clouds over and downwind of the city. For reasons not
yet completely understood, but probably involving both
the "urban heat island" and air pollution, cities frequently experience increased rainfall, increased numbers of thunderstorms and more hail, as well as increased
fog and low visibility. These inadvertent changes in
local weather impact upon the very fabric of society. T h e
next decade should see marked increases in understanding of the causes of these effects and further evaluation of
their impact upon air quality and on the weather, as
well as on regional ecologies and economics.
Studies of inadvertent weather modification, along
with studies of boundary layer transport and diffusion,
aerosol and trace gas chemistry, are all essential elements in the development of strategies for effective use
and preservation of our atmospheric environment. Of
similar importance is the monitoring of air quality in
areas remote from man's activities to determine what
global trends are occurring, either naturally or as a
result of human activities.
c. Weather

modification

It was the general view of those involved in this review that the major bottleneck impeding development
of useful deliberate weather modification techniques is
the lack of an adequate scientific base. A few of the
discussants were of the opinion that another important
consideration was the lack of an adequate organizational
base for effective weather modification research. Most
past cloud seeding experiments have been supported
by only rudimentary concepts as to how the seeding
was conceived to achieve the desired ends.
A second point emphasized was that seeding trials
which have measured only the end product, such as
surface rainfall, without corollary data to help establish cause and effect relationships, have rarely answered
key questions. It was the general view that the possibilities for deliberate weather modification are just as exciting as they were in 1946 although we have come to
realize that we must be more careful as to where, when,
how, and what types of clouds are to be seeded.
Most cloud physicists agree that certain seeding experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of enhancing
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precipitation in certain combinations of seeding technique and meteorological conditions. Many, if not
most, also agree that a few experiments have demonstrated rainfall decreases, again in particular combinations of seeding technique and cloud conditions. However, it is felt that the majority of past seeding operations have been too crude to allow separation of effects of
opposite sign that may have occurred on different days
in differing meteorological
situations.
Although this cloud physics review did not have as a
goal the assessment of the current status of efforts at
deliberate weather modification, various discussions produced general agreement with the conclusion of the 1973
National Academy of Sciences report on Weather and
Climate Modification, that "the recent demonstration of
both positive and negative treatment effects from seeding convective clouds emphasizes the complexity of the
processes involved. T h e effects indicate that a more careful search must be made to determine the seedability
criteria that apply to the convective clouds over various
climatic regions. T h e economical exploitation of these
weather modification techniques depends to a large
measure on the development of such seedability criteria
based on the dynamics and physics of convective precipitation."
d. Man and climate
T h e still embryonic study of the climates of the past has
already revealed a dynamic picture in which the history
of man has been profoundly shaped by climate. Today,
the world food supply is so marginal that despite our
agricultural and technological advances, we find ourselves once again vulnerable to minor climatic fluctuations.
Meteorologists have begun to develop climatic models
with the aim of understanding the climatic trends of the
recent past and of forecasting future ones—an undertaking of the greatest importance to society, both on the
national and international scale. Important factors in
these models are the properties of clouds (especially
cirrus) and aerosols which, by modifying the radiative
fluxes, play a large role in the energy budget of the
atmosphere. Electro-optical probes and other devices
have been used to study cirrus cloud particles, and
similar studies could be made of the layer clouds of
extratropical cyclones and the vast sheets of stratocumulus which are characteristic of certain maritime climates.
An understanding of the factors which govern the occurrence, depth, and microstructure of such clouds will be
an essential input to the climatic models of the future.
Mention has been made of some known effects of
urbanization on regional climates. Effects such as these
raise the question of whether increasing world-wide industrialization, or possibly widespread changes in agriculture or forest management may affect climate on a
global scale. It is known that industrialization has
caused a significant increase in the carbon dioxide
content of the atmosphere, and there is evidence that

in some oceanic regions the aerosol population has also
increased. Such changes, if large enough, may begin to
interact in complex ways with the hydrologic cycle of
the atmosphere, affecting the properties and frequency of
cloud cover, and thereby the global heat balance.
5. Resources
a. Human

resources

T h e most important resource in any scientific undertaking is imaginative and highly skilled people. There
are many excellent scientists in the field of cloud physics,
but, in considering a field so rich in significant and
difficult problems, it is necessary to be concerned about
the future. T h e sources of our trained scientists are the
universities. A survey of a number of the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research member universities indicated that present production of M.S. and
Ph.D. graduates in cloud physics is slightly below current
market demands. Provided that the universities increasingly emphasize quality rather than quantity in their
graduate cloud physics programs, it seems that the balance of supply and demand will be maintained.
b. Facilities
T h e breadth of requirements for measurements in cloud
physics, and the difficulties in obtaining them, have
been mentioned earlier. Solutions to these difficulties
often require large and expensive facilities such as instrumented airplanes, environmental chambers, and vertical wind tunnels. It is obvious that only a limited
number of facilities of any given kind can be provided, so that means must be sought to make them
generally available. A step in this direction has been
the publication by the National Center for Atmospheric
Research of information concerning existing aircraft and
radar facilities, but much more positive approaches to
facility sharing must be found.
In a real sense groups and institutions that have
custody of large facilities have a responsibility to the
scientific community to provide the best possible measurements and to make it possible for others to share the
opportunities they enjoy. In turn, that responsibility can
be discharged effectively only if stable, relatively longterm funding support is available, and if potential outside users accept the need to familiarize themselves with
the complexities and limitations of the facility.
Another probable constraint in obtaining full value
from our facilities is the matter of uneven accuracy and
representativeness of measurements obtained by different
groups involved in field instrumentation, especially in
relation to airborne measurements. In the case of airborne measurements, difficult problems arise because of
the high speed of airplanes, their distortion of the
meteorological fields being measured, and, for certain
studies, the severe demands for accuracy and precision
arising from the physics of cloud systems. Greater use of
wet wind tunnels would help in the testing and calibration of airborne cloud sensors. But often no fundamental
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solutions can be found in this way because the same
difficulties arise in attempting to measure the properties
of a stream of cloud particles moving rapidly through a
tunnel. Liquid tunnels with hydrogen bubble generators
would be of value in studying the behavior of some
types of airborne sensors.
At the very minimum, it should be emphasized that
when two or more airplanes are used in the same
project it is imperative that intercomparison flights be
made to establish the relative calibrations of the measuring systems being used.
c. Funding
Grant mechanisms: Cloud physics research at universities is almost entirely supported by Federal and State
funds. Federal sponsorship takes the form of grants and
contracts in which the investigator is re-evaluated every
year or two. Although grant renewal has been widespread and several projects have been funded for five
years or more, the inability of funding groups to
commit themselves, ab initio, for more than a year or two
has had several undesirable consequences. It has tended
to keep research groups small and to discourage vigorous attack on the more fundamental problems in favor
of a division of effort on a variety of small tasks more
likely to yield reportable results within the year. It also
has tended to promote multiple publication of preliminary results and issuance of project reports designed
more to impress non-scientists than to report new scientific findings. It has required an unfortunately large
fraction of the time of senior scientists in proposal writing and peer review activities. Another consequence of
short-term funding is that investigators have been encouraged to make-do with whatever tools lay at hand,
in place of developing well-tested and calibrated instruments, or new conceptual models, needed to achieve significant results. Probably few scientists who have worked
under this system would not prefer to see it modified
to guarantee stable support for several years at a time to
well established scientists who have committed themselves to research, while ensuring enough flexibility to
give new young scientists a fair chance to gain support.
Facilities: Much cloud physics research has been and
probably will continue to be carried out within large
mission-oriented projects such as the Skywater Projects,
Stormfury, and the National Hail Research Experiment.
Such large projects can afford complex measuring devices at a level of sophistication commensurate with the
difficulty and sheer magnitude of the tasks in hand.
In order to preserve the traditional and necessary close
association of the investigator with his instrumentation,
a long-term and substantial commitment of the investigator's time to the project would appear to be essential.
In the United States this kind of commitment, and the
broad and continuing support which it implies, is most
readily achieved within the framework of a government
agency or government sponsored laboratories, such as the
National Center for Atmospheric Research, where a

close-knit staff of full-time scientists can be assembled.
Without proper leadership these groups also fall short;
e.g., they may lose sight of the changing needs of science
and society or expend their energies on problems more
suitable for graduate theses.
Project organization: We have not yet found a completely acceptable way to couple university groups as
sub-units into large field projects. It seems clear that,
given his involvement early in the planning of large
projects, the university researcher with his graduate
students can make significant contributions; but we must
find more effective ways to organize such involvement.
In one instance (Project METROMEX) a mediumsized research project has taken shape by the initiative
and voluntary association of university groups. In cases
such as this, where the planning begins within the
groups, it is no doubt easier to ensure a long-term
and substantial commitment from scientists within those
groups. An underlying consideration is that effective
graduate education can be carried out only in an environment of research, and that voluntary associations of
groups may provide both an effective means of attacking
large problems and, together with essential continued
support of traditional "small science," of ensuring the
continuation of vigorous graduate programs.
6. Recommendations
This review began with an introspective self-study of
cloud physics by cloud physicists in an effort to chart a
more decisive course for the next few years. From the
discussions there emerged a few key points sufficiently
important to warrant emphasis before the entire cloud
physics community. In our thinking, the "entire" cloud
physics community included everyone directly or indirectly concerned with cloud physics, not only the
researcher in the laboratory or in a field program, but
also those whose actions directly influence the course
of cloud physics through program planning, management and resource allocation.
As this report neared final form it became clear
that recommendations addressed to such a broad community might be overlooked or disregarded both by the
scientists and program managers as being inapplicable
or unfocused, or concerned with things over which they
have little or no control. Therefore, we decided to set
forth these recommendations in two groups, one directed
to the cloud physicists at institutional levels and the
other to scientists, review boards, institutional and governmental officers concerned with planning, managing
and sponsoring cloud physics research, and in using the
results of cloud physics in various operational programs,
at levels above individual institutions. This latter group
collectively is here referred to as "Program Management."
a. Recommendations

to cloud physicists

1. In this review several scientific problems were identified as having particular importance. Of these, two
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were singled out as deserving of special attention at tlie
present time.
It is recommended that we consciously stress research
aimed at:
i) Expanding our understanding of the interactions
between cloud microphysics and cloud dynamics.
ii) Unraveling the issues of the origin and initial
growth of ice in natural clouds and the need for
developing more realistic measures of ice nuclei.
Concerning the first of these two problems it was
pointed out that the field of cloud physics has progressed to the point where a key problem slowing
progress on understanding of clouds and the practical
utilization of such knowledge is our lack of information
about the interaction of cloud microphysical processes
with the cloud dynamical framework in which they are
embedded. T h e most fruitful approach probably will
be through combined high quality observational studies
and realistic numerical modeling, backed up with good
laboratory investigation of microphysical parameters and
processes.
In the second of these two problems, a major deficiency is the scarcity of good observational data on
cloud glaciation, taken in experiments in which the
evolution of the cloud is documented so that account
can be taken of all relevant factors—ice nucleus concentrations, droplet spectra, cloud duration, etc. It is likely
that success in meeting the objectives of this recommendation will require improved understanding of the physical and chemical characteristics of natural aerosols, the
physics of interception of aerosols by droplets, and the
elucidation of the basic physics of various devices used
for detecting nuclei.
An understanding of natural cloud glaciation and
the development of realistic measures for ice nuclei are
fundamental to the development of a firm scientific base
and rational operational plan for weather modification.
In addition it appears to be a prerequisite for proper
programming of the effects of glaciation upon cloud
dynamics into cloud models.
2. It has been pointed out that many properties of
clouds make them unique as objects of study in the physical sciences. They are short-lived, ever-changing and of
infinite variety. T h e result is that every cloud physics
experiment involves a new and different subject, unspecifiable in advance and impossible to replicate with
confidence. In short, like other geophysicists, the cloud
physicist must take what nature provides for his experimentation. It is not surprising then that as we have advanced various segments of knowledge about clouds;
integration of these into coherent generalizations and
testing these through predictions and deliberate cloud
modification has required more and more complex
field programs involving large and expensive facilities.
There are many excellent facilities available in the
cloud physics community, but it is clear that no single
scientist or small group of scientists can expect to have

all the needed facilities within his own group. As pointed
out in the body of this report, "Groups and institutions
which have custody of large facilities have a responsibility to the scientific community . . . to make it possible
for others to share the opportunities they enjoy."
It is recommended that cloud physicists
conducting
research that requires large and complex facilities consider cooperative field programs and shared facilities
as means for increasing research productivity
and
optimizing the use of limited research funds.
3. Of necessity, cloud physics research involves airplanes for measuring the motion, temperature and
humidity of the air as well as aerosols and cloud parameters. Whereas techniques for such measurements in a
slowly moving dry medium are well advanced, it is a
totally different matter to make such measurements from
a high-speed platform like an airplane to the accuracy
required for cloud dynamics studies. These problems
loom especially large in view of the scientific necessity
for involving several airplanes for simultaneous measurement in single cloud experiments.
Therefore, it is recommended
that cloud physicists
consider it a matter of the greatest importance that
their instrument
designs and construction be sufficiently advanced to ensure adequate reliability and
accuracy. The data supporting the accuracy claims
should be published as an adjunct to research. Intercomparison flights should be used whenever possible
to reveal problems or verify performance. In addition,
the atmospheric sciences community should seek means
for establishing absolute reference techniques and
instruments for airborne measurement of state parameters as standards against which every instrument may
be tested.
b. Recommendations

to program

management

1. Cloud physics is a key component of the atmospheric and environmental sciences. Clouds are the action centers of the atmosphere, ranging in scale from
single cumulus clouds to severe storms, hurricanes and
mid-latitude cyclones. They play a basic role in the energetics of the atmosphere and are an integral part of the
daily weather. Better understanding of the physics of
clouds appears to be a precedent condition for understanding and predicting most atmospheric phenomena.
Cloud physics also is deeply involved in the application of meteorological science to pressing human needs.
Two of several examples developed in this report are
deliberate weather modification and development of
strategies for effectively using the atmosphere to disperse
pollutants.
Several crucial scientific problems, the solution to
which would hasten development and application of particular areas of atmospheric science, are discussed in this
report. Cloud physicists have been advised to turn their
attention to these problems, but progress will be slow
unless Program Management also sees these as worthwhile objectives.
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It is recommended
that:
1) Research programs in cloud physics emphasize work
in those areas identified as crucial scientific problems such as the interactions between cloud microphysics and cloud dynamics, and the physics of
cloud glaciation;
2) Research programs in weather modification
include
a significant effort to define the mechanisms by
which the modification occurs;
3) Operational programs in weather modification, and
weather forecasting, seek to incorporate the results
of recent cloud physics research, e.g. in cumulus
modeling and in remote sensing;
4) Planning of atmospheric and environmental
research programs involving clouds and weather, such
as GARP or climate research, include the participation of cloud physicists.
2. Facilities required for some types of research in
cloud physics are large and complex, including instrumented airplanes, large computers, specialized radar,
vertical wind tunnels and large environmental chambers.
For some very important measurements such as air motions in and around clouds, and cloud microstructure,
the best of our tools are marginally adequate and wholly
insufficient in number to meet vital needs. In large field
projects relying upon integration of measurements from
many instrument systems, progress has often been impeded by inadequate instrument calibrations and intercomparisons.
Therefore, it is recommended that program management take steps to facilitate the rapid development of
necessary new instruments and effective use of existing
facilities within government laboratories,
government
funded university laboratories, and the National Center for Atmospheric Research. Furthermore,
program
management should stress calibration and intercomparison of instruments used in field experiments and
should
include
such requirements
in
program
planning.
3. Cloud physics research at universities is almost entirely supported by state and federal funds. T h e inability of federal sponsors to commit themselves, ab
initio, for more than one or two years has several
unfortunate consequences; among those discussed in this
report, the most serious is probably its tendency to discourage vigorous attack on fundamental problems requiring several years of development work before progress
can be very apparent. Although long-term support commitments can usually be found in government laboratories and government sponsored laboratories such as
the National Center for Atmospheric Research, we have
not yet developed completely effective ways to involve
university scientists, and their graduate students, in
major programs of these laboratories. In cases where
Universities have been coupled into major programs of
such laboratories, budget reductions typically have had
the greatest impact on the associated University groups.

Therefore, it is recommended that program management continue to recognize that many of the most
difficult and intransigent scientific problems
including those requiring observational programs, are appropriate for University research. For such tasks, stability
of support is as important as magnitude of support.
Management should emphasize possibilities for longterm stable support for University scientists for research tasks which clearly require a long-term commitment of a scientist or research group.
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Achievements and Expectations in Cloud Physics

Prepared by Panel 1 of the A.M.S. Cloud Physics Review
J. Simpson (Chairman), B. Ackerman, A. Betts, J. McCarthy, H. Orville, R. Ruskin,
R. Sax, J. Warner, H. Weickmann
1. Achievements
a. Status of the field prior to 1945
Prior to 1945, it was already understood that stratiform
clouds result from the slow steady uplift of air due to
large-scale convergence. Classical moist thermodynamics
was well developed. For cumulus dynamics, the noninteracting parcel model was largely accepted. A few
pioneers recognized that the environment must affect
the cloud, but the only significant recognition of this
impact in the widely read literature is contained in the
"Slice Method" of Bjerknes, which considered how
compensating downward motions in the environment
limited the area which could be covered by updrafts.
In the area of precipitation, the Bergeron-Findeisen
ice process was largely regarded as the sole or dominant

manner of precipitation growth, although a few pioneers
in the tropics reported warm rain.
Valuable research had been done by Houghton and
Radford on fogs, with the suggestion that they might
possibly be dissipated by hygroscopic seeding. Important
work on aircraft icing, with later impact on cloud
physics, had been underway at NACA and by Langmuir,
Schaefer and colleagues at the Mount Washington Observatory. Echoes caused by precipitation had been
recognized on radar.
T h e only successful and sound weather modification
activity prior to 1945 (known to us) was FIDO, or fog
clearance at military airports by means of burning large
quantities of fuel, which was extremely expensive.
In 1945, there were not more than a dozen or so
scientific workers in the United States seriously involved
in cloud physics.
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1945-1963

I) Advances in understanding, prediction and modification
a) Dynamics
(1) Documentation of deviations of thermodynamic and bulk properties of cumulus clouds from
those predicted by the simple parcel method and
recognition that these were manifestations of interaction between the environment and the rising cloud element. Postulation of entrainment
and method of calculating its magnitude from
measurements made within clouds and their
nearby surroundings.
(2) Description of the evolution of vertical draft
structure in cumulus congestus and in components of a multi-cellular thunderstorm. Description of the downdraft and development of the
thunderstorm high.
(3) First consideration of the effect of vertical
shear of the horizontal wind on the shape and
structure of updraft in small cumuli and in
severe storms.
(4) Development of the bubble theory of convection through laboratory and some atmospheric
observations. First quantitative uses of time-lapse
photography to document structure and life history of clouds.
(5) Series of tank experiments releasing miscible
slightly denser fluids from overturning cup into
resting medium, neutrally or stably stratified.
Documentation of l/R relationship for entrainment of tank thermals, internal vortical circulation, and description of how tank thermals entrain (about 60% through the top and 40%
through lower sides and bottom).
(6) Building upon all above developments, spherical vortex theory of atmospheric thermals evolved
and was applied both to small cumuli and to hurricane towers, with at least good qualitative agreement with measurements (of heights, ascent rates,
and radii primarily).
(7) Development of first numerical grid simulations of convection elements on the high-speed
computer, showing the time development of
bubble-like elements with sharp gradients at the
boundary and internal vortical circulations.
(8) Initial attempts to document internal circulations in cumuli with Doppler radar.
(9) First simultaneous use of photogrammetry
with R H I radar to compare measurements of top
heights of large cumuli (agreement within 10003000 ft) and resulting documentation of common
Stratospheric penetration by cumulus towers.

(10) Documentation of vertical motions in cyclonic cloud systems with conventional radar.
b) Aerosols, chemistry, microphysics, and precipitation
(1) Recognition of the difference between Aitken
nuclei, cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice
nuclei (IN).
(2) Determinations of the concentration and
spectra of giant sea salt nuclei over the sea as a
function of wind strength and elucidation of
mechanisms of their formation.
(3) Development of quantitative relationships
between CCN spectra and droplet concentrations
during the development stage of clouds. Demonstration of important microphysical differences between clouds of maritime versus continental
origin.
(4) Studies establishing terminal velocities of
liquid cloud and precipitation particles.
(5) Radar studies showing differences in structure
of stratiform and convective precipitation. Initial
study of the thermodynamics of the melting layer.
(6) Development and some testing of the basic
condensation
equations establishing
droplet
rates. Numerical integrations of these equations
assuming given updraft and initial CCN spectra
show that, within normal cumulus lifetimes,
drops greater than about 40-^m diameter are un*
likely to be formed by condensation process alone.
Demonstration of important microphysical differences between clouds with slow and fast updrafts.
(7) Relationship established between the colloidal
stability of clouds and the size of their droplets
and breadth of the droplet spectra.
(8) Documentation of sizeable rain amounts from
wholly warm clouds. Pioneering coalescence models, first continuous, then stochastic; updrafts
held fixed or ignored.
(9) Beginning of network for systematic chemical
sampling of rain. Will provide important data
base for comparison with later sampling to infer
anthropogenic contribution.
(10) Documentation of initiation of rain in continental clouds without involvement of ice and
realization that coalescence can be a major factor
in initiating rain in clouds with tops warmer than
freezing. Recognition of interplay between condensation and coalescence.
(11) Discovery of convective generating cells for
the formation of snow in stratus clouds.
(12) Theories of the formation of snow precipitation and splintering of flakes,
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(13) Relationships documented between probability of precipitation and summit temperatures for
continental and maritime tropical cumulus populations.
(14) Postulation and documentation of the
Marshall-Palmer spectrum for rain showers. Development of Z-R relationships and pioneering
attempts to use radar to measure precipitation.
(15) Beginnings of successful efforts to document
liquid water contents and hydrometeor spectra in
both layered and cumuli-form clouds.
(16) Theoretical and laboratory studies which advanced and developed physical understanding of
the ice nucleation process; early attempts to identify the nature and sources of natural ice nuclei
and their activation temperatures.
(17) Laboratory studies of ice crystal growth rates
and habits as a function of temperature.
(18) Studies of the terminal velocity of ice crystals
and aggregates. Also of fall speed, crystallography
and other physical properties of hailstones.
(19) Early observations of natural ice at relatively
warm temperatures in supercooled clouds, particularly where precipitation-sized water drops have
evolved.
(20) First plausible theories of growth of hail in
the updraft.
(21) Discovery of ability of Dry Ice to transform
supercooled liquid laboratory clouds to ice and
of the ice-nucleating properties of silver iodide
and other substances. Realization that these discoveries provided means of deliberately modifying atmospheric clouds and possibly precipitation.
(22) Initiation of program to test the feasibility of
modification of clouds and precipitation.
(a) Randomized experiment with airborne water
spray into tops of tropical cumuli demonstrated
significantly earlier onset of precipitation echo
in treated clouds.
(b) Ability to dissipate portions of supercooled
stratiform cloud decks by Dry Ice and Agl seeding demonstrated.
(c) Seeding experiments with Dry Ice and Agl
carried out on both individual cumuli and extratropical cyclones. Sample small, results inconclusive.
c) Cloud interactions, organization and impacts on
larger circulations
(1) First steps at documenting cloud-boundary
layer interactions. Over the tropical ocean, documentation that individual roots of cumuli not
necessary in lower part of boundary layer, in
which well-mixed character is usually maintained

by wind shear; time-lapse photography suggested
small cumuli formed by moist eddies and larger
cumuli often by aggregation of smaller ones.
(2) Over islands, development and testing of theoretical model of formation of cloud streets related
to temperature excess at island surface, stability
and windspeed.
(3) Mesoscale studies leading to documentation
of the role of thunderstorm downdraft in the
structure and propagation of squall lines.
(4) Documentation of one cloud layer naturally
seeding a lower layer with ice crystals in precipitation streamers, possibly affecting mesoscale cloud
and circulation development.
(5) Mapping by photogrammetry of cloud patterns over the open ocean and documentation of
relationship between the form of organization,
environmental wind fields and the vertical wind
shear.
(6) Role of cumulus towers in modifying the
trade-wind inversion and in maintenance of the
trade winds demonstrated by analytical models
and observations interacting with each other.
(7) Role documented of relatively few (1500-5000
active at one time) huge cumulonimbus chimneys
of "hot towers" necessary to maintain heat budget
and releases of equatorial trough zone and how
these clouds act as "firebox" of tropical Hadley
cell, which in turn supplies energy and momentum to high latitudes.
(8) Documentation of cloud patterns and structures in hurricanes by joint use of airborne timelapse photography and radars leading to:
(9) Postulation of driving role of hot towers in essential energy releases and fluxes in hurricanes,
leading to a model of the steady-state mature
hurricane. T h e model has been extensively tested
by airborne and conventional measurements, leading to:
(10) T h e first three modification experiments
executed on hurricanes. T h e first two were exploratory, one using Dry Ice and the other airborne silver iodide generators. T h e third, in 1961,
used silver iodide pyrotechnics. T h e latter experiment was based on a chain of testable (but not
tested) physical hypotheses derived from 7) and
8) above, which postulated that strategic massive
seeding with Agl pyrotechnics in the eye wall could
lead to reductions in maximum windspeed, a result of enormous practical benefit if it could be
established. Early experimental results encouraging, but inconclusive.
II) Advances in technology
a) Introduction and extensive use of aircraft as a
platform for studying clouds. Instrumentation crude
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and measurements difficult; nevertheless this technological development was the major factor in the
enormous advances in 1945-1963 period.
b) Beginning of use of radar, at first to identify and
describe precipitation distribution, gradually improved toward quantitative use in evaluating precipitation and determining cloud properties, such
as height, first echo location, melting "bright band"
etc.
c) Laboratory simulations of fluid flows; also to
study some aspects of microphysics, especially ice
nucleation and ice phase particle growth.
d) Development of wind tunnels and cold chambers for the growth in the laboratory of ice crystals,
and for growth and detailed study of hailstones.
e) Development of seeding technology for delivery
of dry ice and silver iodide to clouds. Ground and
airborne generators of silver iodide developed.
Photolysis of Agl by sunlight studied. Pyrotechnics
for massive silver iodide seeding invented and used
in hurricane seeding.
f) T h e first uses of high speed computers were being
made to attack problems in cloud microphysics and
dynamics mainly separately as subproblems. It was
recognized, however, that the computer offered the
first realistic opportunity for meaningful approaches
to the crucial non-linear interactions in convection,
e.g. between the temperature (density) field and the
motion field. In addition to model simulation,
computers were also beginning to play an increasing
and important role in observational cloud physics.
T h e pioneering documentation of hurricane cloud
structures and their impacts was enabled by the
incorporation of digitized recording systems on the
hurricane research aircraft, permitting rapid printouts and wide availability of data.
c. Achievements

1963-1973

I) Introduction
Near the beginning of this period it was recognized
that dynamical models could progress little further
without including at least enough of the microphysics
to make a first-order calculation of the amount of
precipitation falling out of the cloud portion being
modeled.
It was also recognized in many cloud microphysical
problems (including growth of precipitation) that the
dynamics, such as updraft strength and its variations,
turbulence, and dynamical feedbacks with the microphysical processes play such a dominant role in determining hydrometeor character and spectrum that
for further progress it was no longer possible to ignore the updraft or to assume that it has a given
invariant profile. In some cloud microphysical problems, it may even be necessary to involve the fine
structure of the motion field.

An important development in the period was that
an increasing number of cloud experts became involved with physical-dynamical structure and modeling as one problem. Many graduate atmospheric science departments began to turn out Ph.D.'s who were
strong in both the dynamic and microphysical areas.
During the early and middle part of this period
modelers and observationalists were commonly either
the same individuals or at least close colleagues in
the same laboratory. T h e field as a whole, however,
grew in this period from several hundred seriously involved to probably close to 2,000. Whole conferences,
national and international, became devoted to cloud
studies, and lately some are being devoted to just some
aspect of cloud studies, such as cumulus modeling or
ice nucleus measurements.
In the past two or three years modeling has become
so proliferated and so complex that both a division
and a geographic separation between modelers and
observers has opened up. Several institutions have
sizeable modeling groups who do not have ready access to observational facilities and some of whom have
made little effort to avail themseves of those that
exist. This matter will be returned to later.
In this section on achievements, we only discuss
those models that have at least partially undergone
internal and/or external tests. By internal tests we
mean sensitivity tests, consistency tests, comparisons
of results with various boundary conditions, differencing schemes, initial perturbations, geometries, etc.
By external tests, we mean comparisons with observations, a much more difficult undertaking. Many
complex numerical simulations remain almost totally
untested.
It is equally true that many observational and
modification programs need a much sounder base in
modeling and/or physical hypotheses.
II) Advances in understanding, prediction and modification
a) Dynamics
(1) One-dimensional dynamic cumulus models
were developed, of a buoyant actively rising entraining cumulus tower, with an internal vortical
circulation. T h e "braking" forces consisted of
dilution of buoyancy and vertical momentum by
entrainment, postulated proportional to 1 /R (R is
tower radius) and also a small aerodynamic drag.
T h e fraction of the condensed water dropped out
was arbitrarily adjusted to agree with fragmentary
measurements of liquid water (LWC) by aircraft,
and the entrainment coefficient was "calibrated"
to predict correct heights and internal relationships (as well as they could be measured) for
natural tropical Atlantic area cumuli.
(2) Suggested by the above models, the first dynamic cumulus seeding experiments were under-
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taken to determine whether massive seeding (with
Agl pyrotechnics) and the consequent postulated
latent heat release could cause increased vertical
growth under the initial and ambient conditions
specified by the model.

(8) A two-dimensional analytical model with shear
showed flux coupling of heat and momentum; extended and improved studies of this sort are
needed to parameterize convective effects in
large-scale circulation models.

(3) Results of randomized dynamic seeding experiment on 23 single clouds (14 seeded, 9 control) resulted in; a) statistically significant greater
top heights for seeded clouds, b) evidence that the
model had considerable skill in predicting seeded
and unseeded tops and c) definition of the concept of "seedability" or the model-predicted top
height difference between seeded and unseeded
cumuli. This concept has received wide use in
design and evaluation of succeeding experiments
in the U.S. and internationally.

(9) Aircraft measurements of dynamical variables
were greatly improved during this period to
enable:

(4) T h e most important result from the early
dynamic seeding experiments was the demonstration that different outcomes commonly follow the
same treatment, depending on the initial conditions of the cloud-environment system. This finding emphasized the need for numerical simulations and/or physical hypotheses to supplement
statistics in the design and evaluation of modification experiments.
(5) Development of primarily dynamical "field
of motion" convection models, two-dimensional
and axisymmetric. Some were compared with
laboratory plume experiments with good agreement in several of the primary measurable parameters and relationships.
(6) Perturbation theories of moist convection attempted to describe preferred scales of motion
and also to investigate updrafts and downdrafts
at convective element boundaries. A perturbation model including vertical shear in the horizontal wind showed that under certain conditions,
the convection was inhibited by the shear, while
it was intensified by shear under other conditions.
(7) A numerical model of stratus clouds has been
developed so as to forecast low clouds over the
eastern United States. T h e equations were applied
in the planetary boundary layer and predictions
of the temperature, specific humidity and specific
moisture content were made. Another model
treated a radiatively active turbulent layer over
the sea and under a strong subsidence inversion.
Steady-state solutions are found with results that
agree with observations of the trade-wind inversion near California. A hydrostatic two-dimensional model has been employed to simulate numerically the nocturnal stratus over the Texas
coast. A sloping lower boundary is used and is
shown to be important for cloud formation.
Three different values of the eddy coefficient were
used and shown to have a significant affect on
the cloud types.

(a) Improved documentation of velocity fields
in and around clouds;
(b) Cold updrafts sometimes observed below
cloud base, in connection with severe storms in
the midwestern U.S.;
(c) Verification and further elucidation by aircraft and radar of the weak-echo vault in
severe storms;
(d) Flow patterns surrounding large "supercell"
thunderstorms were documented and related to
their time-dependent radar structure.
(10) Doppler radar and dropsonde data increasingly revealed the complexity of vertical structure
in convective clouds, in contrast to the rather
simple updrafts assumed or predicted in numerical models and perhaps suggesting the need for
more complex models than have so far been
feasible and/or attempted.
(11) Advanced radar techniques, such as polarization diversity, multiwavelengths, high resolution
and high sensitivity, began to be used to distinguish phase state of scatterers and to study
clear air convection.
b) Microphysics and precipitation
(1) Water phase
(a) Stochastic collection models of precipitation
growth were further developed, extending now
to consider full spectra of drops.
(b) Theoretical work on collection kernels eliminated the sharp cut-off in collection at a specific
drop size.
(c) Work was conducted to determine whether
and how coalescence efficiency could be enhanced at small drop sizes—for example by
electrical, turbulence and wind shear effects.
So far, these effects have proved to be secondary; coalescence cannot proceed efficiently
until collector drops have attained about 40 /mi
diameter.
(d) Progress has been made in evaluating the
condensation coefficient and its theoretical importance in determining the initial drop size
distribution in clouds.
(e) Conventional and radar rain records have
been extensively analyzed to determine natural
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distributions and their variations so that better
specification of measurement requirements for
precipitation forecasting and modification can
now be made. T h e gamma distribution has
proved valuable in describing rainfall distributions on scales ranging from the single cumulus
to the monthly average.
(2) Ice phase
(a) Continued and more extensive documentation of ice particles, on some occasions, in fairly
warm supercooled clouds, often exceeding measured ice nucleus concentrations by several
orders of magnitude, although the nucleus measurements are still open to question and further
investigation. Some evidence that these high ice
particle concentrations are mainly associated
with aging cloud material.
(b) Laboratory studies of ice crystal faces advanced our understanding of ice crystal habits
as a function of temperature.
(c) Terminal velocities of ice crystals and other
frozen hydrometeors have been measured in
the field directly and by Doppler radars.
(d) Field studies of ice crystal aggregation and
riming have been conducted in orographic
clouds.
(e) Hailstone growth has been studied extensively in the laboratory, including fall velocities and the nature of embryos. Isotopic analysis
has been used to determine hailstone path and
origin, while I R thermometers have revealed
the persistent lowered surface temperatures in
hail swaths. T h e composition and structure of
real hailstones is more fully documented, while
their sizes and fall speeds are being measured
by denser networks of hail pads.
(f) Great improvement of theories of hail
growth, in which some details of the structure
of the updrafts are considered. Numerical
modeling of hailstone growth is in a promising
initial stage; some models suggest that hailstone
growth does not require the extreme liquid
water values postulated earlier.
(g) Hail tunnels developed and indicate that
excess water is shed, so that spongy hail observed at the ground may be merely soaked
graupel.
(h) Randomized cloud-seeding experiments usually accompanied by models, stratification of
conditions as to suitability and detailed measurements have demonstrated statistically significant increases of precipitation in two types of
situations:
r Winter orographic conditions, increased
snow pack shown possible when supercooled

cloud tops warmer than a critical temperature;
2' Winter convective storms in California and
Israel.
(i) Evidence of extended area effects is present
in some of these experiments.
(j) Improved targeting and delivery systems,
improved statistical design (including randomized crossover) plus greater physical understanding, often expressed via models, has led
to improved scientific approaches to these and
some other areas of weather modification experiments.
(k) Cold fog dispersal by artificial ice nucleation
has proved effective and instituted operationally
at several dozen airports around the world.
(1) Warm fog dissipation by hygroscopic seeding agents in modeling and early field experiment stage. Promising although not yet operational.
c) Dynamical—microphysical interactions
(1) Development of water conservation equations,
using kinematic airflows, provided insight into
precipitation formation and fallout and also constructed a framework later extensively used to
parameterize droplet and precipitation growth
in dynamic models.
(2) Parameterized microphysics was added to the
one-dimensional dynamic models; these models
ranged from Lagrangian through steady state,
through time-dependent. Some of the latter became "one and a half-dimensional," incorporating some consequences of the induced effects of
the cloud environment. T h e parameterized collection equation used in the models was based first
on continuous and later on stochastic collection
developments. T h e latter permitted introduction
of different droplet spectra at cloud base and immediate, qualitatively realistic differences between
model continental and model maritime clouds.
(3) Two important (partial) data bases were developed for testing warm cumulus models. T h e
first, in the Caribbean, comprised remote measurement by rawinsonde, radar, photography, and
dual theodolite. Tower dimensions and rise rate
were measured simultaneously with history of
radar reflectivity and shower development. T h e
second data set obtained was by means of aircraft
penetrations over and near Australia. This set
comprises detailed, accurate vertical velocity measurements, with liquid water content and drop-size
spectra in the cloud size (<40 /mi) diameter range.
Many of the one-dimensional model predictions
have compared well with the Caribbean data, but
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no models or concepts have yet satisfied the
Australian data.
(4) Time dependent one-dimensional models of
fog have been developed whose predictions of
drop size and concentration evolution appear to
compare well with existing observations.
(5) Two-dimensional and axisymmetric single
cumulus models, with parameterized precipitation and an assumed initial perturbation have
been extensively developed. Several have been
tested with the Barbados data, namely using the
observed sounding and measured cloud base
height as part of the initial conditions. Model
predictions have then been compared with observed tower top heights, rise rates, radar reflectivities and shower occurrence and duration.
While they simulate some of the observed cloud
features fairly well, these models are so far quite
sensitive to variations in subcloud layer lapse rate
of temperature and humidity and also to the
shape and size of the initial perturbation assumed.
(6) Fully three-dimensional cumulus and convective boundary layer models are in their early
stages; they require the largest computer capacity
available. Their complexity will demand skill in
designing internal and external tests.

(12) Randomized cumulus experiments over large
areas (several hundred to several thousand miles)
using dynamic and/or hygroscopic techniques
show promising but not proved evidence of rainfall increases.
(13) In connection with (12), improved statisticalphysical design and evaluation methods for modification methods are being developed and used;
these include the adaptation of Bayesian statistics
and the development of predictor equations using
combined model outputs and empirical relations.
With these methods and the existing improved
documentation of natural fluctuations, it is now
becoming possible to predict the number of experiments needed as a function of the magnitude
of the seeding effect and to select the most powerful tests for a particular experiment.
d) Aerosols and chemistry
(1) It has been learned that of those aerosols
dominant in determining cloud microphysics over
the oceans only about 20% consist of sodium
chloride. Of the much larger concentrations of
such particles over continents, only 2% consist
of sea salt (NaCl).
(2) Methods have been developed to determine
the chemical nature of aerosol particles of size
< 0 . 1 pm.

(7) Some two-dimensional models appear to simulate the initiation and life cycles of cumuli. Some,
involving the heating by and flow over a mountain, appear to simulate the life history of a multicelled cumulonimbus, with qualitative resemblance to Thunderstorm Project data.

(3) Observed cloud droplet spectra have been satisfactorily compared with those calculated from
the measured CCN activity spectra and updraft
velocity (in the same clouds, both continental
and maritime), strengthening earlier work.

(8) Two-dimensional, steady state laminar models
have been constructed for the flow of more stable
air over mountains and the formation of orographic clouds and precipitation.

(4) Some natural (e.g. forest fires) and industrial
(e.g. paper mills) processes have been identified
which produce CCN and modify the droplet size
distributions in clouds and precipitation.

(9) T h e above models have been used to carry out
detailed physical studies of the effects of seeding
on the distribution of snowfall across the Cascade
Mountains. In some cases it was found possible to
divert the snowfall to a small pre-determined
target area on the lee side of the mountain.

(5) Sensitive methods of determining the silver
content in rain (down to 10~13 g ml -1 ) have been
devised and used on the surface rainwater collected in seeding experiments, along with chemical
analyses for other constituents in the rain. Tracer
techniques have been used to follow air paths
into and through clouds, in connection with
studies of both deliberate and inadvertent modification.

(10) Several conventional radars have now been
carefully calibrated and tested against raingages
to supply improved measurement of rainfall, particularly convective. Doppler radars are beginning
to yield information on particle motions in convective systems.
(11) Based on (2) and (10), randomized and dynamic seeding experiments on isolated tropical
cumuli were conducted, showed significant precipitation increases in seeded versus unseeded
clouds (average factor of three or about 270 acre-ft
per cloud). Statistical significance better than 5%.

e) Cloud interactions, organization and impacts on
larger circulations
(1) Scales of phenomena involved in cyclonic precipitation have been identified. These include
both stratiform and convective precipitation. T h e
intense convection cells are concentrated within
mesoscale regions (102 to 104 km 2 in area) which
exhibit a hierarchy of forms. T h e smallest and
most intense contain the cumulus scale cells and
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are in turn grouped within larger areas. T h e
largest mesoscale features are often band shaped.
(2) Cloud physical-dynamical knowledge has been
used to develop simple parameterizations of cloud
effects which have improved the prediction accuracy of the large-scale numerical forecast
models.
(3) "Cloud population" models, which are in early
stage of development, introduce very simple
"model clouds" to develop means of inferring
convective vertical heat and moisture fluxes from
large-scale parameters.
(4) Improved theoretical understanding has been
gained concerning the relation of convective scale
structure to large scale structure of the atmosphere, and the importance of the boundary layer
to this interaction.
(5) Large field programs have led to improved observational documentation of the interaction between cumuli and the boundary layer, via downdrafts penetrating below cloud base.
(6) T h e role of cumulus convection has been pinpointed in the explosive deepening of both
marine and continental extratropical cyclones.
It has been shown that inclusion of the effects of
the cumuli could have improved the rather large
errors in the regular numerical forecast in these
cases.
(7) T h e role of mesoscale circulations in organizing cumulus patterns has been modeled and partially tested by measurements, particularly on the
Florida peninsula.
(8) T h e role of boundary-layer forcing in creating
and organizing larger cumuli, both via heating
and via friction (CISK) has been postulated, and
has reached the three-dimensional model stage.
(9) Diagnostic studies have been begun of the
transports of heat, moisture, and momentum by
convection on the meso- and synoptic scales.
(10) Satellite imagery is being used to document
cloud climatologies and patterns, in disturbances,
in large scale flow features, etc. Methods of estimating cloud-top height and precipitation via
satellite imagery are being developed and tested
by comparisons with radars and raingages.
(11) Quantitative studies calculating the destabilization of clouds due to long-wave radiation exist
in the literature, which consider the feedback
effect on the enhancement of cloud growth and
relate these effects to cloud amount, thickness, and
type.
(12) There has also been improved documentation
of the effects of clouds upon short-wave solar
radiation as well as their transactions with long-

wave radiation, using satellite and surface and
airborne radiometers sometimes jointly. Together
with (9) and (10), these developments can be
used in improving planetary heat budgets and
thus in better understanding of climatic changes.
They can be introduced, probably in parameterized form, into general circulation and large-scale
prediction models, perhaps helping to extend the
length of time that numerical forecasts are useful.
(13) Mesoscale models of several important boundary layer-free atmosphere interactions have been
developed. Some are beginning to guide weather
modification experiments and to start examination
of the extended spatial and temporal impacts of
these. Several examples are: a) A model of the
mesoscale airflow over the Great Lakes incorporating a model of cloud microphysics has been
developed, tested qualitatively against snowfall
patterns, and provides the foundation of a modification hypothesis aimed at useful redistribution
of snowfall. Considerable information on the
natural formation of snow precipitation in
stratiform clouds has been obtained, b) A threedimensional time-dependent simulation of the
airflow over the whole south Florida peninsula is
producing results, and shows convergence zones
well related to observed cloud patterns. This
model is becoming integrated with the cumulus
group modification experiments over a 4000-mi2
target area, c) Models of the airflow over natural
and city "heat islands" are providing insight into
the interacting of thermodynamic and microphysical effects in inadvertent atmospheric modification by urban complexes. These models are
also providing a framework for not-yet-attempted
modification experiments on the surface and
boundary layer, such as by asphalt or carbon
black.
(14) Large vertical momentum transports by
cumuli have been inferred from the existing data
base on hurricane structure. T h e role of these
momentum transports in maintaining the windfield of the hurricane has been postulated, with
strong supporting evidence.
(15) T h e improved knowledge of cloud-physics
dynamics cited above has been introduced into
numerical simulation of hurricanes and resulted
in substantial improvements, up to the fully
three-dimensionally asymmetric models. Introduction of cloud knowledge into hurricane models
resulted in a much improved and more securely
founded hurricane modification hypothesis, which
resulted in:
(16) Advances in hurricane modification experimentation, both in computer simulation
and in the field, including two days of fullscale multiple seeding of an Atlantic hurricane
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(Debbie, 1969). Maximum winds reduced 30%
following the first day's seeding, and 15% on the
second. Progressing observational studies of
natural wind fluctuations in tropical storms show
that the distribution of natural wind changes in
12 hr is such that a 12% reduction departs by one
standard deviation from the average. Hence the
case for a causal relationship of wind decrease
to seeding is strengthened but not proven by
experimental results to date. A hurricane storm
surge model is being incorporated with postulated
redistributions of low-level wind.
(17) Enough has been learned of the relationship
between hurricane clouds and their dynamicthermodynamic structure to develop methods of
deducing hurricane intensity from satellite imagery. Although not yet fully reliable for operational
dependence, the method promises beneficial results for hurricane diagnosis, forecasting, and
warning.
(18) Atmospheric electricity has advanced in several important ways. T h e difficult problem of
measuring electric fields and charge on cloud and
precipitation droplets in-cloud has been solved to
a great degree. Instruments on aircraft, balloons,
rockets, and dropsondes are now at the reasonably reliable stage. Significant progress has been
made in the understanding of charge generation
and distribution in trade-wind clouds. Lightning
research has advanced. It is now possible to calculate lightning stroke currents from strokes at a
distance up to 50 mi from the measured electromagnetic radiation.
(19) T h e type of lightning stroke which ignites
forest fires has been delineated and verified in
field measurements, as the so-called hybrid or longcontinuing field stroke. An important, long-continuing and apparently promising cloud-seeding
program using silver iodide with the aim of reducing lightning damage is concentrating on this
type of stroke, which seeding may have an influence in reducing, although the mechanisms
are not yet well understood. T h e results of a
statistically designed and controlled experiment
are so far inconclusive.
Another approach makes use of seeding with
metalized chaff. T h e physical concept calls for
coronal discharge on the chaff filaments to increase leakage current within cloud and to drain
the charge before lightning fields develop. Results of preliminary field experiments have been
encouraging.
(20) Forecasting fog, utilizing measurements of
atmospheric conductivity, has met with some success for times of about six hours prior to the
appearance of the fog.
.

(21) Some warm fog dissipation experiments using
electrical charging are in their early stages and
may be promising.
Ill) Advances in technology
a) Greatly improved aircraft instrumentation, including
(1) Lyman-a with evaporator for liquid water.
(2) Inertial platform-gust probe systems for
velocity field specification, which makes the aircraft a sensor rather than just a platform.
(3) Continuous ice particle and ice nucleus counters (same problems as early counters, but continuous record provided).
(4) Optical methods of obtaining droplet spectra
and water contents through a large drop size
range; sampling problem becomes more severe
with larger drops.
(5) Methods have been developed for correcting
airborne sensors for lag, a serious problem as aircraft have become higher speed.
(6) Upward and downward looking radiometers,
microwave and infrared.
b) Sensors carried into clouds on dropsondes, balloons, rockets and kites.
c) Conventional radars have been greatly improved
for rainfall measurements, by means of improved
calibrations and by extensive comparisons against
dense networks of raingages. Z-R relationships have
been tested and improved by use of surface and
airborne drop distrometers and foil impactors. Many
radars are digitized or are being digitized for realtime availability of rain volume, rate, and distribution.
d) More sophisticated radars are being developed
for cloud physical-dynamical studies, for example
dual wavelength radars for hail studies, single and
dual Doppler radars for measurement of the motion field in and around clouds, and polarized-beam
radars which can identify non-spherical solid precipitation. Aircraft (or other penetrative probes)
are still necessary to document drop size distributions, water content, etc.
e) Satellites become an important tool in cloud
physics and cloud-patterning studies. Enhancement
techniques and color densitometry pick out storm
cores, enable beginning developments of rainfall
estimation from satellites imagery. Infrared satellite thermometry improved to obtain improved
cloud-top height estimates.
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f) High speed computers with increasing storage
capacity generally available. This decade 1963-1973
might be characterized as the "computer age" in
cloud physics. T h e majority of problems tackled
and papers published involved computer use at
some stage. As well as in simulation studies, the
computer increased in importance in the fast recording and fast reduction of many of the cloud
physics data collected, both from direct probes such
as aircraft and remote sensors such as radars.
d. Problems raised
I) Dynamics and dynamical-microphysical interactions
a) Modeling of cumulus dynamics is still largely an
act of faith, 1 since we really do not understand the
physics of the processes whereby a convective cloud
mixes with its environment. While we can examine
our models for internal consistency, we still have
quite an inadequate observational basis for examining this correlation with real clouds. This is particularly true for the velocity field in and around
convective clouds and for large clouds involving the
ice phase. Even in regard to bulk properties, such as
liquid water and temperature profiles, we really have
insufficient observational evidence as to how these
properties vary during the lifetime of a cloud to
enable us to make meaningful comparisons with
cloud models. There is even a problem as to how we
should average any particular observed parameter
with which we wish to compare the model predictions or as to how we specify a cloud's "environment." T o a considerable degree, our modeling has
outstripped our observational procedures.
b) With large convective storms, we have even
greater problems. Because of the difficulties of
measurement, the magnitude of the volume to be
explored, and the expense and hazard of aircraft
penetrations, direct measurements within the interior of large convective storms have been made
only on a very limited basis. Present conceptions
of the processes in their interior are based largely
on inferences from indirect measurements, most
extensively radar, combined with theoretical reasoning and calculations. These processes are only
crudely understood, and great enhancement of understanding is not likely to take place until a much
more thorough description of the motions and physical properties in the interior of convective systems is
achieved. This situation will be greatly alleviated
by Doppler radar measurements, but direct measurements will also be seeded.
i Some members of Panel 1 objected to this phraseology
since they interpreted it to imply that there is no physical
basis behind the modeling. All of Panel 1 agreed that the
physical bases of modeling should be improved, despite differing degrees of optimism regarding the adequacy of the
physical basis for currently existing models.

One of the most fundamental questions that
remains, in reference to the whole range from
small cumulus to large cumulonimbus clouds, concerns the process of mixing with the environment,
or of entrainment of environment air into the cloud
and of turbulent fluxes within the cloud. One postulate, with some supporting evidence, is that the
rate of entrainment is inversely proportional to
cloud (draft) diameter.
Thus the intensity of vertical motion and vertical
development of small diameter clouds is known to
be severely limited by mixing processes, but there is
no assurance that these processes are unimportant
(as is sometimes thought) for large diameter updrafts, of the order of up to 10 km wide. T h e cores
of these updrafts are to some extent protected, as is
evidenced by the growth of some clouds to the
level of zero buoyancy of the undilute, wet-adiabatically rising parcel. This does not, however, preclude strong mixing effects in the sheaths of updrafts (which are suggested by the observation of
bell-shaped vertical velocity profiles). For the understanding of cloud microphysical and precipitation processes, in combination with the thermodynamic processes and the structure of the airflow,
direct measurements are needed in support of theoretical calculations. These must include, in addition to vertical and horizontal velocity distribution
(for which satisfactory instrumentation is available),
observations of temperature and of liquid water
content (LWC) and the full range of droplet and
precipitation particle spectra (for which present instrumentation is not fully adequate).
Such observations are needed not only for an
understanding of updraft dynamics, but also for the
downdraft, and for the extensive portions of large
clouds that are less active thermodynamically, but
may nevertheless be important for water processes.
Downdrafts are essentially important parts of convective storms (from several standpoints), but they
are even less well understood than updrafts. Calculations show that downdraft characteristics are sensitive to LWC and drop sizes, but these have yet to
be measured and placed in the context of the air
motions. T h e origin of downdraft air is part of the
general entrainment problem mentioned earlier. In
attacking this problem, measurements in the near
exterior as well as within clouds are of course required. In regard to all of the above-mentioned features, complete exploration by direct means is not
to be expected, but only traverses to answer specific
questions, in locations guided by the structure as
shown by Doppler radar or other indirect sensors,
or by realistic numerical models.
Most of the characteristics of convective clouds
are in some way dependent on cloud diameter.
These include intensity of vertical motion, height
of development, precipitation efficiency, and motion
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of a cloud as a whole; as influenced by mixing processes and when vertical shear is present, the horizontal airflow intercepted at various levels. A most
fundamental question, presumably to be answered
by theoretical examination guided by observations
of natural clouds, is why (or whether?) certain sizes
or spectra of sizes are preferred under given environmental conditions.
T h e blocking of air upwind of a mountain has not
been satisfactorily solved with present two-dimensional airflow models. Three-dimensional models
will probably be needed to solve these problems.
Further progress in understanding cloud and precipitation processes in orographic clouds will require
time-dependent models.
II) Aerosols
a) While recent research has thrown much light on
the nature of cloud nuclei, we need to know their
sources and sinks to determine to what degree man's
activities are influencing the production of these
nuclei. Our understanding of cloud microphysics
suggests that the concentration and activity spectra
of CCN's have a strong influence on the precipitation potential of most cloud forms but our documentation of this linkage is surprisingly weak. It
is extremely important that we determine to what
degree the concentration of CCN affects precipitation, and to what degree larger scale processes exert
an over-riding or compensating influence, in that
many of our deductions regarding inadvertent weather modification are dependent upon the relative
importance of such processes.
b) We do not know how to identify or to measure
nuclei which are active in producing ice crystals in
natural clouds. However, ice nuclei are clearly a
very small fraction of the total atmospheric aerosol
and although recent research has given us some
appreciation of the size of the most common particles which are active at a given temperature, we
have little idea of their chemical nature. We know
from laboratory tests that certain materials are active as nuclei and that these materials are often
present in the atmosphere, and found inside natural
snow crystals, but quantitative relationships have
not yet been achieved.
III) Microphysics
a) If we could accept the proposition that coalescence inevitably follows collision of water droplets,
we could be reasonably happy with the state of our
knowledge of cloud droplet growth. It certainly requires verification by field observations, but there
is reasonable agreement between much laboratory
work and theoretical prediction. However, recent
laboratory work suggests that coalescence does not
inevitably follow collision. If true, this raises some
serious questions and there is, therefore, an urgent
need for further testing of these results.

Field observations suggest that there may exist a
discrepancy between cloud ice-crystal concentrations
and the number of such crystals which would be
expected on the basis of ice-nucleus counts as currently measured. Laboratory measurements have not
yet established why there should be such a large
discrepancy. Hence it seems appropriate to initiate a
comprehensive program of field observations in
natural clouds, not only of ice-crystal concentration
in relation to ice-nucleus measurements but also in
relation to the water-droplet spectrum and dynamic
factors throughout the life history of the clouds.
Field observations in calm supercooled radiation
fogs also would be appropriate. This is a basic problem underlying the design, evaluation and interpretation of weather modification experiments.
b) In some fogs, apparent discrepancies exist between our theory that saturated air is necessary for
solution droplets to persist and observations that
many marine fogs persist for long periods when the
relative humidity is only 80 to 90%.
IV) Cloud interactions
a) Dynamical-microphysical
Our understanding of the control of the synoptic
scale meteorological fields on cloud populations
and convective precipitation is not well understood.
There is a need for further theoretical and observational studies of the coupling of the heat, water, and
momentum transports by convective clouds, both to
explain existing observations and to improve parameterization in large-scale prediction models. Many
current attempts to parameterize convection are
proceeding on the basis that the area-averaged net
heat release and corresponding precipitation are
closely constrained by the large-scale fields. This
raises a paradox and many implications for mesoand synoptic-scale weather modification which have
neither been recognized nor explored.
T h e study of cloud-environment interactions is
important both from the effect of the environment
on cloud and precipitation structure, and the effect
of cloud processes upon the larger-scale environment. It is generally understood that the forms taken
by convective clouds vary considerably, depending
upon the combined influences of thermodynamic
stability, moisture stratification, and wind shear
in the cloud environment. Better understanding of
the criteria for these forms and their evolution and
distribution awaits improved data bases, both from
internal probing and remote sensing combined.
Especially important, however, would be an extension of the limited observations that have been
made in the near environment of clouds, especially
in strong vertical shear which favors the development and maintenance of severe convective storms.
A more exact description of the velocity, temperature, and humidity, and if feasible, the pressure
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field in the neighborhood of the clouds is needed to
better define the interaction of the environmental
flow with the storm dynamics. This affects, for example, the shape of the sloping updraft (through
the influence of wind drag) and its relation to the
downdraft, with important influences upon the redistribution of water and the microphysics and precipitation processes within the cloud. In addition to
the above measurements, motions within the cloud
must be determined, such as by Doppler radar, to
define such features as the updraft and downdraft
shapes.
Measurements in the near-cloud environment are
essential also for the purpose of determining the
effects of vertical transfer of momentum, heat, and
water vapor upon the environment itself. Measurements of this kind are needed to guide the development of parameterizations, for inclusion of these effects in large-scale general circulation models. Also
needed for this purpose are census studies of convective cloud populations and size spectra, under
varying environmental conditions, and studies of the
climatology of water vapor and precipitation.
Studies of groups of storms, including squall lines,
are needed if models of mesoscale disturbances are
to be developed. T h e interactions between storms
in groups is little understood. In the envisaged observation and display schemes for short-period severe
storm warnings, such models are needed, although it
would help simply to know the typical patterns of
growth and dissipation of individual convective
storms with respect to storm groups.
Development is needed of numerical models which describe the growth of precipitation in layer clouds and
large-scale synoptic storms and which predict the effects
of artificial seeding on these systems.
b) Radiative
T h e influence of radiative parameters on clouds
and cloud systems is just beginning to receive quantitative attention. Radiative fluxes in the tops of
convective clouds may directly influence the cloud's
life history and may play a significant role in the
greater nocturnal rainfall over the tropical oceans.
T h e high albedo of extended stratocumulus layers
may be a stabilizing effect on the large-scale circulation. In the development of populations of convective clouds, shadow effects on the surface from
existing clouds and their anvils commonly lower the
observed (by low-level aircraft) infrared-sensed surface temperature and thereby wipe out extended
areas of cumuli. Large temperature contrasts between shadow and sunlit areas can stimulate horizontal wind systems which may also contribute to
the organization of cumulus systems.

2. Expectations
a.

Introduction

In treating expectations, the Panel concurred that it was
important to distinguish carefully between desired goals
and realistic expectations. We also concurred that it
was important to speak to those expectations that represented best joint judgment in the field itself, making
it clear that these may differ from those expectations
which perhaps are entertained by outsiders, such as nonmeteorological management, governing bodies, or the lay
community.
We deliberately decided to confine ourselves, as much
as humanly possible, to reasonable expectations of what
the field may be expected to deliver within about a
decade. Where goals appear with uncertain expectations as to outcome, this is noted by use of qualifying
phrases such as "probably," "maybe," or "hopefully."
If there should be a large discrepancy between public
expectations and those expectations that a consensus of
the field can reasonably agree upon, then we believe that
an effort to communicate this situation is in order.
Finally, we have first presented our best estimate of
realistic expectations for the next decade provided that
reasonable resources become and remain available. If
resources continue as austere as at present, or dwindle
further, clearly many of these expectations will not be
achieved.
Since it was not this Panel's assigned task to address
priorities, we have not attempted this except implicitly
and then very briefly at the end of our report.
b. Expected benefits from the next decade
of cloud physics research
In broadest terms, the next decade of cloud physics research should bring about, through a combination of
modeling, field experimentation, and laboratory tests,
an increased ability to understand, predict and in some
aspects to modify the inter-related dynamical physical
processes bearing on cloud development and cloud interactions with their environment, extending from the
single cloud, the cloud cluster, through the meso- and
synoptic scales up to the planetary scale and climatic
variation. Furthermore, the expected developments of
knowledge and mechanisms in cloud physics should lead
to increased capability of detecting, locating the sources,
and coping with man's inadvertent modification of his
environment.
These expected developments should lead to
I) Advances in forecasting
a) Of amounts and types of clouds.
b) Of precipitation on the meso- and synoptic scale.
c) Of severe weather, such as squall lines, hail, thunderstorms, tornadoes and possibly hurricanes.
d) Of rapid developments, such as cyclogenesis and
deepening, in numerical prediction models, an identified area of Weakness in these predictions. Better
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incorporation of convective heat releases, heat and
momentum transports, and cloud radiative properties could lead to improved forecasts in those rapid
development situations where they are most needed.
e) Of large-scale and planetary circulations in both
tropics and extra-tropics, from improved ability to
parameterize cloud energy transactions and radiative
properties and indirectly from the improved understanding of the role of clouds in the genesis
and maintenance of several classes of disturbances.
II) Advances in weather modification, primarily from
a more complete knowledge, modeling, and data basis,
together with proper statistical tools, which are currently being sharpened by increased knowledge of the
physics of the experimental situation. This multipronged approach also provides means of isolating
these conditions suitable for a particular modification
effort to succeed.
In the field of weather modification advances are
likely in:
a) More accurate targeting of seeding materials and
of the desired results of the modification, e.g., precipitation enhancement in a particular watershed
area.
b) Better specification of dynamic seeding effects
upon groups of tropical cumulus clouds, with possible assessment of operational feasibility in several
areas.
c) Better knowledge of whether and under what conditions hail can be suppressed by supercooled seeding, accompanied by more detailed documentation
of hail-bearing clouds, hail spectra and frequency in
a selected U.S. western area.
d) Better assessment of the feasibility of precipitation enhancement using and testing several methods and hypotheses in the U.S. High Plains area.
If precipitation enhancement is documented to an
acceptable level of probability and/or significance,
consideration can be undertaken in this context of
weather modification applications and a broad range
of benefits and impacts compared with other alternatives in handling water resources.
e) Improved design and execution of hurricaneseeding experiments, using already existing improved numerical models, better measurement techniques, both aircraft and remote (already in final
development stages), sharper statistical tools and an
upgraded basis for decision analysis considering
societal implications.
f) Continuation and improvement of randomized
hygroscopic seeding experiments on both cumulus
clouds and warm fogs, hopefully reaching clear statistical significance and applicability in some areas.
g) Numerical and laboratory testing of other modification hypotheses than those involving seeding,

hopefully bringing some to the pilot field program
stage. Currently, methods of altering the radiative
and flux capabilities of the underlying surface and
altering the radiative properties of the subcloud
layer appear sufficiently promising to warrant
further development, simulation, and testing.
h) Development and testing of warm fog modification methods other than hygroscopic seeding, e.g.,
electrical charging, accompanied by improved measurement and modeling of electrical properties of
fog droplets, natural and treated.
i) Continued randomized experiments directed
toward lightning modification, both by means of the
ongoing supercooled seeding and also tests using
chaff needle dispersal. These experiments must be
backed by laboratory, field, and numerical experiments leading to improved understanding of cloud
electrification for the postulation of more explicit
modification hypotheses, which should be testable
at each link in the chain.
j) Continued and intensified efforts to document
intra and extra area effects of modification experiments, using measurement techniques combining
calibrated radar with satellite imagery and theories
or numerical simulation concerning postulated
causes and mechanisms of these effects.
k) Tests of the effects of surface active materials on
condensation and evaporation processes; these tests
could lead to hypotheses regarding inhibition of
precipitation formation or to others concerning
modification of a water boundary underlying a cloud
group, to alter the heat and moisture sources for the
clouds.
1) Computer simulation of modification experiments
on extratropical cyclones, involving specified modifications of the cyclone's cloud systems.
m) Computer simulations of modifications in the
planetary circulations resulting from widespread
cloud modifications—e.g., via radiation changes from
artificial creation or dissipation of extensive cloud
decks and/or alterations of tropical circulations
which would result from sizable increase or decrease
in the "hot tower" population in the equatorial
trough.
(NB. Items 1 and m will be expensive in terms of
computer time, will require much preliminary
thought and calculation, and might be more effectively conducted on the next generation of computers.)
Ill) Contributions to improved air and environmental quality—from cloud physics contributions to
understanding, identifying, and possibly opening ways
of coping with inadvertent modification of the earth's
atmosphere and water bodies.
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a) Extensive field programs are underway using aircraft, ground networks, tracers, and remote sensing,
to document the role of clouds in transport and
scavenging mechanisms of pollutants and how clouds
interact with these to affect air quality.
b) Numerical and field studies are in progress to
investigate the "heat island" effect of urban areas,
building upon all the work cited earlier on natural
heated islands. Hypotheses are being developed to
account, for example, for apparent industrially-related precipitation anomalies to the interactive effects upon the clouds of the thermal influences and
the aerosols together. T h e next decade should go
far to document the effects of urban complexes upon
cloud processes and the consequent impacts of the
altered cloud processes upon air quality, precipitation, the ecology, and other environmental matters
of concern.
c) T h e much improved rain collection and analysis
techniques (e.g., by absorption spectra) now in use
in many deliberate weather modification programs
should also be of use, together with improved
knowledge of cloud processes, to trace the history of
inadvertent modification agents and examine their
impact on soils, plants, and lower rungs of animal
life. T h e cloud physics knowledge, together with the
rain analysis, should help to trace contaminants and
prevent their reaching danger levels. Comparison of
rain contents from the existing networks over the
years should also help to quantify the magnitude of
various aspects of inadvertent modifications and
their impacts. T h e more that is known and can be
modeled regarding cloud processes and their interaction with larger systems, the more value these
analyses will provide to environmental quality
efforts.
IV) Advances in understanding and modeling climate
and its variations
a) Now that radiative properties of clouds are becoming better documented as a function of cloud
type, thickness and drop or crystal distribution, and
now that cloud distributions and other properties
are being documented by satellite, increased knowledge of cloud-circulation interaction should give
improved ability to calculate global heat budgets
and their variations and begin to estimate the
impact of these variations upon climate.
b) Until the present, the main missing link in global
heat budgets was clouds' radiative properties and
cloud distributions, which in turn determine the
heat balance of the ocean surface. T h e latter must
be known to calculate the latitudinally integrated
meridional heat transports by ocean currents, which
in turn must be known with their variations, to
construct a meaningful model of either a steady-state
or a time-dependent climate.

c) Under achievements, we emphasized that a relatively few (1500-5000) cumulonimbus hot towers in
the equatorial belt maintained the energy supply in
the tropical Hadley cell. Satellite studies, coupled
with cloud knowledge, synoptic data from World
Weather Watch, and numerical models, can enable
a tentative assessment of Hadley cell fluctuations
and whether and how they are related to equatorial
cloud populations and systems.
d) Cumulonimbus hot towers penetrating the stratosphere have been found to be one of the sources of
water vapor in the stratosphere, which in turn is an
important radiative valve in global heat budgets.
Trends in numbers and concentrations of penetrative hot towers, related for example to yearly monsoon variations, could impact on the stratospheric
water vapor content and thence perhaps on climate.
While these questions cannot reasonably be expected to reach clear definitive answers in the next
decade, it may be possible to obtain adequate
measurements and knowledge of cloud interactions
to formulate them meaningfully and to test several
hypotheses.
c. Expected scientific progress in cloud studies to form
the foundations of the expected benefits
We recognize that cloud physics problems are so complex that large programs are essential in the coming
decade. We expect that major field programs will yield
the greatest benefit if they establish a hierarchy of
basic goals, starting with simple attainable objectives.
Indeed the attainment of practical goals has alzoays been
dependent on advances in our basic concepts and understanding. We note also that in weather modification, in
particular, it will be essential to explore the range of
potential consequences of any treatment which will
necessitate a considerable degree of physical understanding.
More specifically, the achievement of the required
increased understanding of the inter-related dynamicalmicrophysical processes and cloud interactions with the
environment necessitates the following:
I) Intergrated data sets addressed to specific interactive problems
a) Interaction of clouds and cloud systems with the
environment including the boundary layer, with
emphasis on mixing processes between clouds and
their environment.
b) Internal cloud microphysical-dynamical interactions, particularly the vertical and horizontal transport of momentum, heat, and water substance by
updrafts, downdrafts, mixing processes and their
relationship to precipitation formation.
c) Multiple concepts with strong connections between concepts, experiments' designs, and evaluation.
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d) Requires commitment and development of resources and facilities, particularly the coordinated
use of remote sensing (including radars and satellites) with aircraft—see d below.
II) Interpretation of integrated data sets by development of realistic two- and three-dimensional cloud
and fog models which predict observable quantities;
close cooperation between theoretical models and observational programs is essential.
III) An increased knowledge of cloud and subcloud
microstructure and variability bearing on the evolution of precipitation.
a) Collection—coalescence processes such as distinguishing between capture and retention.
b) Ice nucleation processes such as direct contact
by dry particulate matter.
c) Glaciation processes, crystal habits, and "ice multiplication" mechanisms.
d) Electrification processes such as a relationship
between lightning discharges and precipitation
formation.
e) Advances in air chemistry which may enter directly into cloud microphysical processes and parameters. It is expected that studies of air chemistry will
result in a more complete knowledge of the chemical composition of CCNs, ice nuclei, and Aitken
nuclei. This will permit an assessment of the significance of man-made aerosols in the evolution of
the droplet spectra, the concentration of ice nuclei,
which act as deposition nuclei or as freezing nuclei.
We are now becoming aware of the role that the
nuclei play in the development of crystal habits and
this awareness can be expected to be increased and
quantified.
IV) Field programs to provide information on the following:
a) Effect of convective dynamic seeding on areal
rainfall;
b) Definition of ice-water budget with respect to
active updraft regions of convective clouds;
c) Natural evolution of ice in stratiform and convective clouds in various meteorological regions,
continental and maritime;
d) Effect of surface active materials (SAM) on
condensation and evaporation processes;
e) Observations and modeling of mesoscale-cloud
interactions (as related to storm groups) and of attempts to modify such interactions;

in terms of dynamics, thermodynamics, and microphysics;
h) Natural convective precipitation variability by
use of digitized radar calibrated against dense raingage networks;
i) Artificial alteration of radiative properties of clear
and cloudy (foggy) air—may lead to useful modification techniques;
j) Progress in measurement of pressure fields in and
around clouds (difficult);
k) T h e various fog formation mechanisms and methods of modification;
1) Resolving the apparent discrepancy between
theory and observations of persistence of some
marine fogs at humidities as low as 80-90% for at
least tens of seconds with salinities too low to
account for the slow evaporation;
m) Further understanding of conditions required for
large hail growth and pursuit of recent evidence
that the most favored growth region may not be
just above the freezing levels, but around the edges
and on top of weak echo regions from which raindrops and small graupel particles have been "blown
away" by strong updrafts. Documentation of conditions for dry versus wet growth of hail.
V) Execution of the above field programs successfully
requires long-range commitment of resources and facilities; greater use of sophisticated instrumentation and
research tools; combination of remote sensing and
aircraft instrumentation, with the latter often used as
a calibration tool for the former; national commitment for calibration facilities for aircraft and groundbased instrumentation.
Reasonable specific technical and instrumental expectations to advance the scientific and practical benefits include:
a) New generation of aircraft instrumentation leading to measurement of cloud and precipitation spectra, cloud-water variations in and between thermals,
hail sensors, in-cloud temperature and humidity,
fluctuations, ice-particle concentration, ice-nucleus
concentration and other aerosol characteristics including CCN counts. A prime need is an inertial
platform-gust probe system for velocity measurements or at least comparative tests of the accelerometers, pitch, gyro, angle of attack vane method results versus those of the inertial and gust probe
system.

f) Observations bearing on the question of CCN on
precipitation-formation;

b) Digitized conventional radars and Doppler radars,
both dual wavelength and dual angle to construct
horizontal convergence fields;

g) Effects on urban development and anthropogenic
influences on cloud and precipitation development

c) High resolution radars to isolate motion of
cloud thermals from that of the intervening air;
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d) Microwave radiometry to measure integrated
water content and obtain drop-size information;

duced when these nuclei are subjected to a prescribed change in the thermodynamic parameters.

e) Improved and less laborious methods of airborne
cloud pliotogrammetry, optimally taken from mid
and upper troposphere;

b) Zero-gravity Space Shuttle Experimentation to
provide a greater insight into phoretic processes, diffusional growth processes of drops and crystals during cloud-scale time periods, and nucleating timedependent behavior involving various substances.

f) IR lidar to obtain information on small-scale
variability in droplet spectra;
g) Acoustic sounder and Radar Acoustic Sounding
System (RASS) to provide data on temperature patterns in clouds and clear air;
h) Satellite radiometry to provide data on surface
and atmospheric temperature structure and variability;
i) Satellite imagery and I R data to infer cloud cover,
cloud-top height, and precipitation patterns over
remote areas;
j) Frequency modulation continuous wave (FM-CW)
and high power narrow beam pulse radar to infer
humidity patterns in clear air;
k) Minicomputer technology associated with aircraft and radar instrumentation for fast analysis of
large quantities of data;
1) Application to cloud physics-dynamics of new
tools such as radars which emit a broad band noise
pulse, resulting in a signal which is the average of
100 independent samples of cloud reflectivity,
greatly alleviating limits on scanning speeds, so that
a complete hemisphere of sky is covered in 15 sec,
without compromising the desired accuracy of the
reflectivity estimate. A prototype of this radar already exists and is ready to apply to cloud physics.
m) Armored aircraft for measurement of dynamics
and microstructure within severe storms;
n) ERTS-type satellite photography to relate cloud
fields to surface moisture and other soil characteristics.
VI) Laboratory programs to provide information as
follows:
a) Conventional microphysical experimentation
demonstrably relatable to real atmospheric processes,
requires isolation of subeffects under controlled conditions before their resultant interactions in the
atmosphere can be understood. Examples of problems are: pollution studies and gas-to-particle conversion by photochemical reactions; evolution of
cloud droplet spectra including evolution of precipitation kernels; nucleation studies and mechanisms including epitaxy; ice-crystal growth studies;
chemical composition of CCN; microphysics of fog.
Conventional laboratory experiments can also measure activity spectra in particles acting as CCNs
and/or ice nuclei and demonstrate that one can predict the characteristics of the cloud which is pro-

VII) Progress in a better understanding of transport
and scavenging of pollutants through a combination of modeling, laboratory, and field experimentation.
T h e short residence time of pollutants found in
the boundary layer and low troposphere results mainly
from the scavenging of the pollutant aerosols by
clouds, cloud systems and precipitation. It is expected
that within the next 5 to 10 years we will achieve
clarification of the individual processes affecting the
scavenging.
Several of these processes have been called to our
attention as a result of contact nucleation studies of
freezing. Important scavenging processes involving
cloud microphysical effects are as follows:
a) Thermophoretic transport toward
(cooler) drops.

evaporating

b) Diffusiophoretic transport
drops.

condensing

toward

c) Brownian motion transport of particles mainly
smaller than 0.1 /mi.
d) Condensation on CCN formed from pollutant
particles.
e) Gas-to-particle conversion to form CCN followed
by condensation.
f) Gravitational settling of cloud and fog droplets
or ice crystals enhance collection by them.
g) Precipitation probably the most efficient scavenger.
h) Possible gaseous pollutant effects on cloud processes.
Artificial precipitation enhancement would be
likely to improve scavenging of pollutants, particularly from stratocumulus clouds beneath an inversion (usually rich in pollutants).
These studies become increasingly important as
air pollution increases, e.g., if the energy crisis results in increased burning of coal.
d. Guidelines to achieve

expectations

It is recognized that understanding, prediction, and/or
modification of many of the manifestations of cloud
physics require large expensive programs and large expensive facilities to make major advances. There has
been considerable discussion regarding the "critical size"
of groups and facilities. There has also been a trend
toward emphasizing research rather stringently directed
toward immediate practical goals and the expression of
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this trend in terms of large national and international
programs.
Many of the greatest potential benefits from cloud
physics can be achieved only by a judicious balance between long and short run goals, since their advance
cannot be based simply on engineering technology and
development of existing concepts but requires the conceptual solution of extremely difficult, basic problems in
turbulent fluid motions, such as for example the key
unsolved problem of cloud-environment mixing, its
mechanisms, and functional dependence.
A dilemma arises regarding the diversity of facilities
and manpower. A temptation may sometimes be experienced to preserve intact the large, more practically
oriented programs at government laboratories and facilities at the expense of draining the smaller groups at
universities, often engaged in the long-run difficult
research upon which must rest the next generation of
practically oriented programs—if they are to be sound.
Regardless of resources, we strongly recommend encouragement of diversity in talent, interests, and personnel, and the preservation of the strong, small autonomous groups, while recognizing that many of the most
expensive facilities will have to be shared. We urge that
as many as possible of the large programs be organized
on a voluntary scientist-to-scientist interaction, where
each participating group retains its identity, autonomy
and opportunity for creative thinking, and where its
subprogram can stand alone as a meaningful, valuable
project in itself which should bring beneficial knowledge to the publishable stage, even if the remaining
components of the program are mainly unsuccessful.
Productive examples of this type of cooperative program
are

METROMEX

( s e e BULLETIN, 55, 8 6 - 1 2 1 )

and

the

Florida Area Cumulus Experiments (FACE).
On the other hand, we caution against forcing or
bribing scientists to undertake explicit roles in large
programs where the management and decisions are out
of their hands. This procedure will alienate the most
creative members of the existing cloud physics community and weaken the next generation by driving the
most original graduate students into other fields where
they can more readily exercise their inventive and
leadership talents.
We strongly support for cloud physics the following
recommendation by the National Academy of Sciences
in its recent report entitled "Weather and Climate
Modification," namely:
"As meteorological theory advances and predictions
become more detailed, an improvement in test decisiveness can be obtained by partitioning the overall process
spanned by the test into a chain of subprocesses. By
breaking up the big experiment into many smaller
parts, each part becomes a small closed experiment whose
process can be measured or observed. If we can trace
the whole big experiment through a connected chain
of well understood subprocesses, then we are inclined to
think of the whole big experiment as a 'physical ex-
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periment' instead of a poorly understood mess or mystery. Nevertheless, we are still responsible for testing
the statistics of each process. Believing we understand
the process is no substitute for the quantitative statistical
checks that still must be made. But we will reduce
enormously the uncontrolled variation if all these subprocesses are well understood. Failure to comprehend
these points often results in the confusion that a 'statistical view' is opposed to a 'physical view'."
T h e panel recognizes that the current main problem
area in cloud physics facilities lies in concentration
versus diversification in direct observational probing,
namely primarily research aircraft. Computers are relatively easily shared via remote terminals, satellite data
are available to all, one can take his field program to the
locations of the sophisticated radar-type remote sensors,
use surplus parts to build his own, or even share an
operational Weather Service radar for research. 2 But the
panel has concurred that the optimal approach to
model testing and cloud physics measurements must
usually comprise a combination of direct and remote
probing. Moreover, progress on even a "small" segment of an important cloud physics problem generally
requires many simultaneous different kinds of measurement within and near clouds, such as velocity fields,
water content (and/or ice), hydrometeor spectra, temperature, humidity, nucleus counts, and photographic
data. Sophisticated instrumentation on the probes is
clearly mandatory, but heavy expensive aircraft are only
mandatory for severe storm research (e.g., armored aircraft for hail storms; long-range aircraft to probe
hurricanes).
Concerning aircraft, and aiming toward the most productive combination of large programs and facilities,
with strong productive small university groups, to balance computer modeling with the proper measurements
to test the models, to preserve long-range goals as well
as to serve immediate ones, we recommend:
1) Greater availability of NCAR aircraft to university
groups, particularly for cooperative prorams well designed to test models.
2) Greater opportunities for university scientists and
their students to "piggy-back" their own small programs on on-going large ones, and on NOAA aircraft.
3) Encouragement of university scientists to modularize their instruments for use with rental aircraft;
simultaneous encouragement of instrument developers
to modularize.
4) Encouragement of cooperation between university
cloud physicists and private sector meteorologists
possessing instrumented aircraft.
5) Mandatory courses in observational meteorology
(including aircraft instrumentation, remote sensing,
2 A fine example of Weather Service cooperation in the use
of a WSR-57 operational radar for research project rainfall
measurement occurred during FACE 1973, and during the
Great Lakes Project from 1968-1971.
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data handling, etc.) with a required laboratory in real
field experiments for all graduate students in atmospheric science. Such courses can be given in summer
sessions at NCAR and/or those universities with the
necessary faculty expertise.
6) A data bank of observational data bases for model
testing.
7) Insistence that theses or proposals for modeling
activities contain serious, explicit outlines for effort at
both internal and external testing and conversely,
8) Insistence that observational and modification efforts, whenever possible, be undertaken in the framework of a model and that the results be available for
model tests and improvements so that:
9) Encouragement is provided for closer and more direct feedback between models and observations and
for closer collaboration or overlap of researchers in
those areas.

T h e panel recognizes and supports the possible important role which zero-G cloud physics experimentation
on board future Space Shuttle flights may have in providing an insight into microphysical processes.
T h e ideal situation for optimum progress is to provide
productive people with the best facilities that the stateof-the-art can offer. In austere situations, where a choice
between supporting facilities and supporting people must
often be made, our experience indicates that excellent,
productive scientists can make progress (although more
slowly and with more labor) with borrowed or out-of-date
facilities, while the most superb facilities with an inadequate quality of scientists are a less productive investment of the research dollar.
In conclusion, Panel 1 expects that by careful encouragement of diverse talents with some increased sharing
of facilities, with data sources and data banks made more
available to persons with improved training in utilizing
them, the cloud physics community can greatly benefit
both science and society in the coming decade, producing
results of value proportional to, but far exceeding, the
necessary investment of resources.

Crucial Scientific Problems in Cloud Physics
Prepared

by Panel

2 of the A.M.S.

Cloud

Physics

Review

J. W. Telford (Chairman), D. C. Blanchard, E. Bollay, M. Brook, H. R. Byers, W. E. Howell, C. A. Knight,
J. D. Marwitz, B. R. Morton, T. Takahashi
1. Introduction
T h e Panel began by discussing briefly a list of broad
headings including all aspects of cloud physics in order
to give members an opportunity to consider each in an
orderly sequence and prepare for detailed discussion.
With this background the subjects were then discussed
again to focus on matters of importance related to particular topics.
Within this framework a number of general ideas
evolved that could be applied as a measure of whether
or not a problem was crucial. These ideas depended on
the Panel's assessment of the, present state of knowledge of cloud physics. They might conceivably have been
different if the Panel's evaluation of the subjects discussed had indicated different successes, and if understanding had progressed with a different balance from
what we now see. This report provides an assessment of
the problems considered crucial by the Panel.
It was the consensus of the Panel that a large number
of crucial problems are related to precipitation formation or control of precipitation or fog. Stemming from
this concern, the emphasis must be on opportunities
related to the initial stages of the process where, presumably, small influences may result in many divergent
consequences, such as those attested to by the variable
nature of the observed mature states. Similarly, the
alleviation of severe weather depends on utilizing the
possible growth of small initial influences. T h e growth

of a mature cloud or storm system has several aspects,
each of which may present an initial stage where influencing a divergent process is possible.
T h e Panel agreed that the study of clouds can be
pursued adequately only as a unified whole where concerns with one area are always related in context to
others. This is important when observational data are collected and used in a context where plans must be laid
with an understanding of relevant knowledge available as to likely development of the phenomena and as
to where understanding needs to be improved. Laboratory experiments should be undertaken whenever it
seems that they provide a good opportunity to elucidate
a feature needing explanation. This reciprocal action
should continue among those concerned with field work,
models, and laboratory experiments. It is, in fact, recognized that the goal of cloud physics is a calculable model
that provides a straightforward technique to predict
how a given atmospheric region will, for some hours,
move, condense, form rain, snow and perhaps give lightning or hail, or otherwise reach a condition of interest,
with a predictive accuracy comparable to our measuring
ability.
2. Field observations and dynamics
It was a clear concern of the Panel that field observations be considered vital as a source of stimulus in encouraging realistic new concepts and also as a touch-
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stone for testing the consequences of hypotheses. Indeed it was the considered opinion of the Panel that
one outstanding criterion for classifying a laboratory
experiment as a crucial one was a clearly demonstrated
need for the laboratory experiment to explain or test
field observations and the tentative conclusions following
from them.
While impressive progress has been made, a particularly bothersome problem to the Panel was the use of
numerical dynamical models. There was a strong viewpoint that the problem was the critical testing of these
models against adequate data since the eddy diffusivity
assumptions on which many models rest are contrary to
observations, a priori. Furthermore, the justification
could only come from definite success in predicting
sensitive characteristics of real clouds. Overcoming this
problem seems to require a better understanding of
the real nature of turbulence at scales of the size
of clouds and less. This area is an exceptionally important one and offers great opportunities.
3. Microphysics of non-ice clouds
T h e extent to which non-ice rain-forming processes may
be important is still a major question pertinent to
rain making.
In regard to coalescence rain, very little knowledge
lias been obtained about the charge on individual cloud
drops. Although measurement may be difficult, the
potential influence of such charges on the rainforming
process makes such measurements an urgent requirement.
T h e function of cloud condensation nuclei seems to be
fairly well understood. Thus, the consequences of increased concentration of nuclei (for example, from pollution) on cloud and rainfall development urgently need
to be verified by observations.
Problems concerned with the time of rain formation,
often involving both coalescence and ice processes in
competition, and the size and spread in size of cloud
droplets, remain an important area. It is related to
coalescence, giant condensation nuclei, and other possible mechanisms used to explain observations of coalesscence rain. Measurements of drop-size spectra in the
clouds, of cloud condensation nuclei at cloud base and
in the surrounding air, together with potential temperature, mixing ratio, and the velocity field, remain
essential to any effort to plan effective modification
procedures. These data are needed both in small cumuli
and for cumulonimbus.
Aerosols affect the efficiency and speed of precipitation-forming processes, and in turn are largely scavenged
by precipitation; the parallel cycles of water substance and of aerosols are therefore intimately linked.
They play a large role in the determination of climate
both through their impact on the radiative balance, on
the transport of sensible and latent heat, and on basic
nucleation processes. Therefore a study of the origin of
nuclei (Aitken, cloud condensation nuclei, ice nuclei,
etc.) constitutes a problem. For example, consider the
giant sea-salt nuclei. Evidence of the past few years sug-

gests that fractionation processes at the surface of the
sea concentrate organic material in the nuclei, thereby
providing a unique tracer for the nuclei (an iodine-tochloride ratio dependent on particle size). This provides
a powerful tool to help us understand the role of the
giant nuclei in raindrop formation. T h e interaction of
organic material in the sea with the marine aerosol is
thus an area of interest.
4. Measuring techniques
While it is clear that aircraft measurements provide
the only practical approach to many cloud physics
measuring problems, and their continued support is
essential for advances in these crucial scientific problem
areas, the Panel is acutely aware of the limitations due to
the limited sampling capability of measurements restricted to the aircraft flight path. This restriction is
particularly true in attempts to trace the life history
of small parcels within the cloud for studies of dynamics,
entrainment, electric charge transfer and effects of rain
shafts. T h e Panel recommends strongly the continued
efforts with remote sensing devices. Multiple Doppler
radars, and other devices that offer realistic hope of
allowing study of the time history of individual parcels
a few tens of meters in diameter, were seen to be of
unusual value. T h e foreseeable need is for remote sensors
able to scan the whole cloud rapidly to assess the detailed
velocity field, and particle densities, as well as to distinguish the difference between precipitation forms.
There was some difference of opinion as to how much
could be derived from aircraft measurements towards
meeting the needs to test dynamical models. One
group viewed limited measurements combined with
conceptual ideas and understanding together with judicious use of models as a promising approach; to others,
nothing less than rapid and repetitive three-dimensional
data sets of the internal velocity field appeared to be
adequate.
In this regard the representativeness of measurements
was discussed. In dynamics the problem in cloud growth
and interaction between clouds was related to the properties and variability of the subcloud layer and the
nature of the disturbance initiating the cumulus growth.
Theoretical modeling in this area, which includes condensation droplet growth, for example, should be pursued only in close.relation with the measurements. T h e
uses of concepts often employed to regularize the variability of measurements made in clouds, such as the use of
the mean to specify an updraft, are in need of careful
study. In this regard an area of promise is in relating
cloud liquid water content as a function of height to the
expected entrainment predicted from models. Advances
in measurement capability able to assess the upward
momentum transport and other relevant parameters are
of importance. Cumulus entrainment and cloud erosion
together form the central problem in modeling. T h e
Panel urges that anyone presenting a model to the community should formulate critical tests of its predictions
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in such a way that the degree of predictability can eventually be evaluated.
5. Microphysics of clouds containing ice
One of the most crucial problems in cloud physics is that
in-cloud measurements show that the concentrations of
ice particles in some supercooled clouds are many
orders of magnitude in excess of the concentrations to be
expected from measurements made by present day ice
nucleus counters. A full evaluation of this discrepancy is
essential for further understanding of cloud dynamics as
well as precipitation processes. Adequate instruments for
measuring ice nucleus concentrations are likely to be
developed until the modes of action of ice nuclei in
clouds under different conditions have been better established. Furthermore, the role of ice enhancement processes in natural clouds must be investigated in detail.
Although the study of ice formation mechanisms has
made much progress it continues to deserve attention.
New seeding agents need to be studied and the study
of new techniques, such as condensation-evaporation
control, continue to be important. T h e use of substances
for tracing air-motion is also a technique offering a way
to gather information to help in overcoming obstacles
related to the dispersion of material used for modifying
clouds.
T h e importance of cumulonimbus and cumulonimbus
systems in terms of tornadoes, hail, floods, winds, and
turbulence aloft is a matter deserving continuing concern. A problem in hail research, for success in either
prediction or modification, is to determine the physics
and dynamics of hail embryo formation as well as the
mechanism of formation of embryos and their places and
time of formation within the severe storm. Details of
competitive growth related to the dynamical features are
also important, as is the development of the airflow
structure both around and within the storm.
Throughout the range of cloud sizes and forms there
needs to be a definitive assessment of the role of electric fields and charges in influencing cloud droplet and
ice crystal growth, coalescence, and in assessing the role
of lightning in producing gushes of heavy rain. T h e
distribution of electric charge in a thunderstorm and
its relationship to the dynamics bear on the nature of the
charge separation and on lightning stroke initiation.

6. Extensive cloud systems
T h e Panel was of the opinion that since extratropical
cyclones with embedded convection provide a significant
rain- or snow-forming system they deserve detailed
systematic measurement with a view toward inhibiting
or enhancing rainfall.
7. Radiation
T h e study of cooling of cloud tops by radiation is a
subject of great importance and may be related to nighttime convective instability. T h e effects of cloudiness on
the albedo of the earth is a problem related to climatic
change. Layer cloud over the sea may also give rise
to fog due to radiation from on top.
8. Ways and means to obtain crucial scientific data
T h e Panel sees an important need for stressing reliability and accuracy in measurements. All too commonly experimental work in meteorology is considered to be
work appropriately delegated to engineers or technicians
and not the direct concern of the scientific leadership
in a group. It is believed that progress in many cases is
dependent on a scientist clearly formulating his problem in the context of having an intimate working knowledge of the device which will be used to gather his data.
It is also felt that development of new equipment
sometimes is a good investment and that this is sometimes necessary to adequately support the science rather
than making do with inadequate devices. Once again
such development work must be integrated with scientific
aims.
Academic curricula should be so designed to guide
more students into instrumentation and its use in field
measurements.
T h e Panel is of the opinion that the size of the
group attacking a problem is sometimes an important
element in overcoming obstacles to progress in research. Some problems, such as the study of hail storm,
are so complex that adequate progress is conceivable
only with a fairly substantial group. It is also recognized
that some equipment necessary to handle crucial scientific problems warrants continuing groups of five or six
professionals and that funding agencies should make
efforts to select and sustain some such groups dedicated
to critical scientific areas. In overcoming obstacles to
attacking difficult scientific questions, continuity and
stability of funding are important.

Resources for Research in Cloud Physics
Prepared

by Panel 3 of the A.M.S.

Cloud

Physics

Review

C. E. Anderson (Chairman), W. Finnegan, G. Goyer, J. Jiusto, J. Kassner, L. R. Koenig,
D. Lenschow, H. Pruppacher, D. Sartor, S. Silverman, G. Vali
1. Introduction
Resources for research in cloud physics may be placed
in three broad categories: manpower, facilities, and fund-

ing. T h e Panel has reviewed these areas to determine
their present state of health, their suitability for supporting research goals in the 1970s, and for recom-
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mended ways and means to insure that these resources
will be available to the cloud physics community in
sufficient supply to enable it to carry out high quality
research activities over the next 5 to 10 years.
Throughout these deliberations we have sought to
maintain a perspective that reflects the climate for research now prevailing in this country. We recognize that
funding is likely to remain at modest levels, at least for
the support of basic research. We believe that new
sources of funding are required for major research efforts
and that these will be linked primarily to highly relevant societal needs. We recognize also that it is our
responsibility to create an awareness of our potential for
service. As a united research community we have to step
up our efforts to identify our principal products; and
by skill of presentation, convince the public and the
decision makers that they merit support.
Recognizing the need for well planned, multi-organizational programs to tackle the complex field problems
now confronting cloud physics, the Panel recommends
that these be given high priority by funding agencies.
Progress on many of our major problems will require
this kind of team work. At the same time, carefully
selected, small, independent investigations, traditionally
carried on in universities, should continue to receive
stable funding. It is recommended that funding agencies
try to meet these two goals, either independently or by
partial support from several agencies.
It is further recognized by the Panel that so-called
"little" science and "big" science benefit from each
other and the Panel recommends wherever possible attempts should be made for cooperation between the two
to advance the overall knowledge. T o make this a feasible arrangement, the Panel recommends that in such
situations the "little" science effort be funded separately,
thus preserving its independence.
In the area of manpower and brain power the
Panel examined the question of supply and demand for
cloud physics specialists at the M.S. and Ph.D. levels. In
view of the shrinking federal job market, some caution
would seem to be in order. A limited survey of UCAR
member universities revealed that the current production
rate of M.S. and Ph.D. graduates is not in excess of current market demands. T h e waiting time for jobs was in
most instances very short. A surprisingly large number of
position openings (about a dozen) in the next year at
the Ph.D. level are anticipated by the responding universities. These were divided equally between full-time
research and teaching-research appointments. Thus, the
immediate future appears bright for those persons interested in careers in cloud physics. T h e Panel felt that
a more effective mechanism is needed to match manpower with position openings. T o this end, the Panel
strongly urges that a central clearinghouse be established
which prepares and updates information on position
openings and positions desired. T h e present AMS system
does not provide this function. Finally, the ratio of
Ph.D. to M.S. graduates in cloud physics or closely re-

lated subjects has changed drastically in recent years,
with the trend in the direction of almost equal numbers
in each category. This trend troubles the Panel because
of the consequences which might flow from this situation. Not only do we risk the danger of saturating the
job market for Ph.D.'s but we have the attendant danger
of position requirements being arbitrarily raised to
higher-than-needed levels. This latter possibility poses a
threat of misuse of brain power.
In the area of facilities for research, the Panel attempted to review these briefly in context with the many
different kinds of activities cloud physicists engage in,
and to assess their state of health. Details of our comments and recommendations are contained in the attachments. In general, our feeling is that, at this point in
the development of the field, theoretical studies badly
need actual cloud or fog data in order to evaluate the
accuracy of their underlying assumptions. It is our
recommendation that a stable source of funding be established, preferably within the NSF basic research budget,
to encourage development of reliable field-observing
instrumentation. With regard to the calibration and
inter-comparison of aircraft instrumentation, the Panel
recommends that this responsibility be placed in the
hands of a single group whose function is to serve as a
national resource for this activity. Unique tools or facilities which by reason of cost or specialized knowledge
should not be often duplicated represent another kind
of national resource. Here, the Panel recognized the
necessity for the activity to be kept under the control of
that particular group which would have a long standing
interest in developing the activity to its highest capability. At the same time, the Panel recommends that such
facilities or tools be available to the wider cloud physics
community through various cooperative arrangements.
T h e knotty question of providing aircraft for in situ
cloud measurements was examined by the Panel. Three
principal recommendations resulted: 1) continuity of
funding for university aircraft facilities should be balanced against centralized facilities; 2) aircraft measurements should be used in conjunction with ground-based
remote sensors, exploiting the best capabilities of each
system; and 3) the improvement of quality rather
than quantity of research aircraft facilities and instruments should be emphasized. As a guiding philosophy
regarding in situ cloud observations, the Panel feels that
these efforts should be directed primarily toward verifying or testing hypotheses. Cataloguing cloud properties
or behavior for engineering design or operations is still
needed and should be encouraged by those agencies
which are the primary beneficiaries of such information.
T h e varied kinds of facilities, their state of use, their
present applicabilities, and gaps in this inventory are
described in the following sections.
2. Funding resources and problems
Cloud physics research should to a large extent be
carried out under well planned sustained programs
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with definitive long-range goals and identifiable shortrange objectives. T h e long-range goals and, wherever
possible, the intermediate objectives should be research
products that can clearly be identified as being beneficial
to society. Value analysis, where possible, should be performed to enumerate the societal benefits, preferably in
terms of dollar return on the research investment.
T h e attainment of significant milestone objectives is
essential to demonstrate progress, demonstrate utility of
the research product, and thereby inspire public confidence in their continued support of the programs.
Intermediate objectives with a good probability of success within reasonable time periods are important so
that the funding agencies and the public are, kept involved and informed when the overall goal is long term.
Reporting on these interim objectives and discussing
their implications to the longer-range goal keeps the
researcher and his work visible. It provides him with the
opportunity of advertising his interim successes and
demonstrating his sensitivity to societal needs.
T h e formulation of the long-range program should
reflect all major applications to which cloud physics can
contribute. These programs would then provide the central focus for a wide scope of cloud physics research.
Most of this research could be performed in cooperation
with or in direct support of these programs to attain
realizable short-term objectives. Collective efforts in such
areas as field observations, instrument calibration, etc.
would best serve the needs of many participants. Individual, independent research is also needed if we are
to attain the means for fulfilling future milestone
objectives.
Problems of national interest will have to be attacked
by large-scale programs of substantial duration. Such efforts will involve the participation of a number of
research groups. The formulation and funding of such
projects need to be made by considering the requirements of the project in balance with the potential contributions of the participants.
In some instances the structure of such projects will
center around a particular organization which would
coordinate the activities of the participating groups.
In other instances groups might attack a problem area
with correlated objectives so that there will be synergistic amplification of their results. Other researchers,
not directly participating in the major projects, should
direct their efforts so that they may make a contribution
to the scientific problems being attacked in those projects.
T h e cloud physics community must identify areas
where it can contribute to the solution of societally and
economically important problems. We must vigorously
seek support from existing programs in weather forecasting, weather modification, climate modification, and
air pollution and air quality. New markets for our research should also be cultivated. Concentration of resources on such multiple-institutional projects as N H R E ,
METROMEX, GATE, and GARP is recommended. Involvement of the cloud physics community in such

planned programs as PRIMES (Program for Investigating the Modification of Extratropical Storms) and the
High Plains Cooperative Program is strongly encouraged.
3. Personnel resources and problems
Level dollar funding and general inflation results in
lower manpower absorption capability unless personnel
are maintained at the expense of some other activity
such as the development of a large facility. This funding/inflation pattern is the environment in which we
find cloud physics now and there seems to be no immediate relief.
While there is apparently no shortage of trained
scientists available to fill positions identified purely as
related to cloud physics, a casual survey suggests that
there is a reasonable balance between graduates entering the job market and employment opportunities. This
balance exists because of opportunities being created in
environment-sensitive fields, such as air pollution, rather
than the ability of the "cloud physics" community to
absorb all graduates who consider themselves cloud
physicists.
In spite of government policy and law requiring equal
opportunity of employment, it is felt that employment
opportunities are not well advertised through even the
most obvious channels (e.g., the AMS Employment Bulletin). It is recommended that this situation be rectified,
either through expanded and better use of this vehicle or
a clearinghouse arrangement so that jobs and job seekers
can be properly matched.
Employment opportunities in cloud physics per se are
envisioned to remain on a plateau in the next several
years. If this is the case, it appears that cloud physics
graduates should have a good background in the classical
physical sciences in order to promote versatility and
adaptability for creative work in related fields. This
policy is now being effected by the common practice of
encouraging graduate level students to enter the discipline after obtaining undergraduate degrees emphasizing
mathematics, physics, chemistry, fluid dynamics, etc.
Students should be encouraged to take courses in related
environmental science areas.
While a general versatility in the physical sciences is
needed, it should be remembered that the "cloud
physics" that we are addressing is a subdivision of meteorology and an appreciation of its requirements and
problems is essential for meaningful progress in cloud
physics.
We note a continuing trend toward the production of
a greater ratio of Ph.D. to M.S. graduates. This policy
has a tendency to downgrade academic degrees and to
under-utilize specialized manpower. Employers will hire
specialized personnel for generalized positions best filled
by persons with less academic training. This practice
will result in dissatisfaction for both employer and employee and we feel that a trend toward fewer Ph.D.'s
in relation to lower degrees is indicated.
T h e continuing identification of need for improved
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instrumentation for atmospheric measurements points to
the need to attract and encourage creative personnel with
electronic/optics backgrounds to apply their research interests to these problems. Through such emphasis it is
expected that more graduates in the atmospheric sciences
will have this kind of orientation.

A number of pieces of equipment designed for cloud
physics studies can be grouped under the topics of
(a) phase change studies and (b) liydrometeor growth
studies.

4. Facilities resources and problems

(a) Cloud condensation nucleus counters (CCN) are
used to sample the critical activation supersaturation
spectrum of the nuclei active in cloud formation. Such
counters are inevitably based on the thermal diffusion
chamber. Recent modification tends to extend the usefulness of these counters to very low supersaturations, a
region for which almost no field data are available.
(b) Ice nuclei counters (INC) have proliferated along a
variety of lines. These devices were compared at the Ft.
Collins workshop with the result that the counters failed
to compare favorably with one another. In general, it
might be said that no general purpose ice nucleus counting technique presently exists that possesses general acceptance. Ice nuclei are known to produce ice by several
distinct mechanisms and it may be necessary to measure
the various ice-nucleating mechanisms associated with
ice nuclei separately and later combine these to predict
the ice-forming capability available in clouds under various conditions. This area of activity badly needs a new
approach and renewed emphasis in order to provide the
necessary background ice nucleus counts for field
programs.

In the rational planning of new facilities and in the
utilization of existing facilities, one of the major problems is to have a good overview of existing capabilities.
Thus, it might be helpful to have a clearinghouse for
such information which might become actively involved
in getting potential users together with the facilities.
This is a role that might well be given the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
a. Laboratory

facilities

Key laboratory facilities are much more likely to be
successful if they are developed at locations where a
group exists with a real dedication toward sustaining a
research program for the facility. T h e availability of
major facilities, developed through major support from
federal agencies, to outside researchers must be a proper
consideration which also takes into account the proprietory rights of the developers. Perhaps such matters
can best be accomplished by providing for visiting
scientists to collaborate with the members of the host
laboratory.
T h e two-year grant system does not properly satisfy
all facility development needs. Large complex facilities
may require a number of years for development, during
which time stable funding is required. At the same time
adequate feasibility studies must be required in order
to justify new major facilities. T h e less sophisticated
facilities can probably best be carried as an appendage to
a normal research grant.
T o a great extent every effort must be made to maximize the utilization of existing facilities and to provide
for the completion and updating of existing facilities.
This is particularly true during times of difficult funding.
Probably no single cloud chamber can be expected to
satisfy all the requirements of the cloud physics community. A number of different cloud chamber facilities
will be needed to stimulate the wide variety of cloud
microphysical processes which must be studied in order
to provide adequate information for numerical modelers
and guidance for field experimentation.
At the present time there are a number of facilities
(for example, environmental chambers) designed for
space science application and engineering applications
that are no longer utilized full time for the purpose for
which they were designated. While it is recognized that
such facilities are expensive to operate and not designed
for cloud physics, they may be applicable to exploratory
investigations at tolerable cost. A list of surplus facilities
including a brief description, location, and point of
contact should be prepared to facilitate utilization.

1) Phase change studies

2) Hydrometeor growth studies
(a) Vertical shafts (Denver Res. Inst.; UCLA)
(b) Wind tunnels (SUNYA, DRI, NCAR, UCLA,
UMR).
While these facilities have great potential to study the
growth of hydrometeors by collision and diffusion the
following needs for further development have to be
mentioned:
— T h e present dynamic facilities consider only the
growth of a single hydrometeor in vapor or in the presence of a host of smaller hydrometeors. Facilities are
needed where the complete stochastic coagulation growth
mechanism of hydrometeors can be studied. T h e Russian facility at Tbilisi is supposed to possess this capability although it is not yet in operation.
—The present dynamic facilities involve hydrometeors
in stagnant air or "laminar" (very low turbulence) flow.
Facilities are needed to study the growth of hydrometeors
at a variety of controlled turbulence levels.
—Giant slow expansion chambers (1000-3000 m3),
mentioned earlier, could prove useful in growth studies
of this type.
b. Field facilities
More accurate observations of cloud characteristics, both
of hydrometeors and of cloud dynamics, are of high
priority. Remote sensing and in situ measurements will
share this emphasis.
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Remote sensing will be beneficial primarily in delineating patterns over the scale of the cloud systems and
down to perhaps scales of 100 m or so. Remote sensing
techniques appear to be receiving about the right proportion of support. This should be continued commensurate with new ideas and techniques proposed.
A number of excellent and comprehensive field observation sites (e.g., NHRE, NSSL, ISWS, and others)
are in existence and these play a key role in focusing
cloud physics research. T h e maintenance and continued
improvement of such facilities is of great importance.
Widespread use of these facilities should be encouraged
and ways for most efficient utilization explored.
In-cloud measurements can be made economically at
mountain top facilities (such as Elk Mountain, Whiteface, Mt. Washington, etc.) and where appropriate these
should be considered as alternatives or supplements to
aircraft observation programs.
Aircraft observations will provide less adequate spatial
coverage but do give considerably more detail. T h e
number of aircraft and the amount of aircraft time now
available through NOAA, NCAR, and universities appears adequate for the current and foreseen needs in
cloud physics studies.
A number of new aircraft will also become available
for cloud physics research in the near future. Among
these are the aircraft now being instrumented by NOAA
and the NCAR Electra. These aircraft will offer potentials yet to be exploited.
Aircraft facilities need to be improved primarily with
respect to the quality of the measurements and to the
data-reduction and handling procedures. T h e development of improved instrumentation should be actively
encouraged by funding interested groups over periods
long enough to permit the development, testing, and
demonstration of new sensors. T h e allocation of funds
for such projects should follow the usual procedures
of competitive selection although in some instances
the initiative could lie with sponsors recognizing a crucial need for some capability. T h e NCAR flight facility
should be encouraged and funded to develop equipment
and procedures for calibrating aircraft instruments for
measuring temperature, humidity, pressure, liquid water content, air motions, and other parameters that may
seem necessary and feasible.
Some areas of aircraft instrumentation requiring particular attention are:
1. ice-particle, cloud-droplet, and raindrop concentration and size distributions;
2. temperature and humidity measurements with spatial resolution of about 10 m;
3. concentration and temperature spectrum of ice
nuclei;
4. high resolution, automated, cloud-droplet sizing;
5. measurement of supersaturations in cloud updrafts.
T h e flight facility of NCAR continues to assist university researchers in carrying out experiments requiring

limited aircraft use. T h e NCAR flight facility should
continue to formulate its aircraft and instrumentation
requirements primarily around major programs and
existing needs of other groups.
c. Computer

facilities

Increased utilization of computers is envisioned for a
variety of cloud physics problems, the most notable example perhaps being that of realistic simulation of the
evolution of clouds. Two- and three-dimensional models
of clouds that attempt to treat faithfully the microphysics and dynamics of cloud behavior will require
large computers.
T h e NCAR CDC-7600 computer can adequately
handle many of these problems and the planned fifthgeneration computer, when it is installed, will enable
further development of the field. T o make maximum
utilization of existing and future computers, it is recommended that remote terminals that will tie into the
NCAR facility be located at several universities and research agencies. Certain guidelines appear appropriate,
namely:
(1) T h e national facility must be used only for large
problems that cannot be solved readily with small
in-house computers.
(2) T h e costs of remote terminals should be borne, at
least substantially, by the requesting group and
monthly line charges entirely by the user.
In terms of software developments, individuals are
urged to take advantage of existing programs at NCAR
and other federal agencies. They should become aware
and be made aware of what already exists in order to
avoid duplication and needless waste of resources. In
certain cases, scientific collaboration and sharing of existing programs may be appropriate and productive.
Regarding the modeling of cloud physics problems, it
is often necessary to proceed theoretically with less than
adequate supporting field data. This pertains especially
to complex input variables and, with less justification,
to final model evaluation. It is strongly recommended
that there be a convergence of modeling efforts and supporting and corroborating field measurements. T h e
optimum approach is often realized when both disciplines are merged on a common research investigation.
d. Zero-gravity

program

T h e zero-gravity cloud physics program initiated by
NASA has as its objective the study of various cloud
microphysical processes which would benefit from the
kind of partial suspension times which can be achieved
in a space laboratory or from the ability to separate
gravitational effects from the general physical description
of processes. Facilities for the laboratory are in a planning stage and, of course, must be limited by size and
power requirements. A cooled wall type expansion
chamber is proposed for this facility which will have
utility in providing a wide range of experimental con-
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ditions. A number o£ other chambers are also under
consideration such as the continuous-flow thermal gradient chamber. It is generally believed that through the
comparison of zero-gravity experiments with similar
measurements made on earth, considerable advance can

be made in formulating the theory for various microphysical processes. A number of cloud physics experiments are currently under consideration and the cloud
physics community has been asked to contribute to the
scientific program.

Relationship of Cloud Physics to National-Societal Problems and Resulting
Priorities for Cloud Physics Research 1
Prepared

by Panel 4 of the A.M.S.

Cloud Physics

Review

8. A. Changnon (Chairman), A. H. Auer, B. W. Beckwith, C. F. Chappell, W. F. Cotton,
L. O. Grant, R. A. Schleusener, R. G. Semonin
1. Introduction
The role of cloud physics within the foreseeable future
will depend to a large measure on its ability to identify
its potential contributions to national-societal problems,
and then to demonstrate its capability to contribute to
the solution of these problems. T h e goal was to examine,
on the scale of the next 10 years (1974-1983), the major
societal problems with interfaces to cloud physics, and
to determine priorities for cloud physics research. Much
of the priority assessment was accomplished by the
Panel as a Delphi Experiment. T h e primary findings
of this effort are summarized below.
Some 34 specific socio-economic Impact Areas wherein
cloud physics could play a significant role in the next 10
years were identified. These Impact Areas included
key problems in the production of food and fibre, energy
production and distribution, and the quality of life in
the United States.
T h e most important general atmospheric accomplishments to be expected in 10 years for each Impact
Area were identified according to whether they would involve 1) better descriptions, 2) better predictions, or
3) modifications of the phenomena. Evaluations of these
three possibilities showed that the major potential contribution in 16 of the 34 Impact Areas would come
from better atmospheric predictions, each resting on
improvements derived from cloud physics research. In
nine Impact Areas, improved descriptions of the phenomena would be the most useful contribution, and in
the remaining nine Impact Areas, modification of the
atmospheric conditions was deemed as the most important likely contribution that would also utilize knowledge from cloud physics research.
T h e 10 Impact Areas ranked highest involved four
kinds of modification including the modification of
1) convective clouds to gain water, 2) orographic clouds
to gain water, 3) convective clouds to decrease hail, and
4) orographic clouds to provide water to generate hydroi Prepared initially at the Cloud Physics Workshop in
Boulder, Colorado, on 22-24 October 1973, and revised by
the Panel in December 1973-January 1974 based on comments
from those attending the Workshop and those in the Cloud
Physics Study Group that met in Boston 3-5 December 1973.

electric power. Improved
predictions of atmospheric
phenomena were deemed to have the greatest potential contribution in four of the top 10 Impact Areas including the better prediction of 1) excessive rain from
convective storms, 2) fog and low stratus for industry
(transportation, agriculture, and power), 3) tornadobearing convective storms, and 4) damage-producing
winds from convective storms. Improved
atmospheric
descriptions based on cloud physics research ranked first
in two of the 10 highest ranked Impact Areas: 1) the
gathering of information on the eventual modification
of upper level layer clouds so as to increase convective
precipitation and decrease storm damage, and 2) improved knowledge of the role of convective clouds on air
quality (pollution scavenging and inadvertent alterations of weather and climate).
For each Impact Area, the kinds of cloud physics research needed were identified, ranging from added study
of the microstructure of fogs to the dynamics of convective clouds. Coupling of these kinds of research
needs with the rankings established for the Impact
Areas provided a basis for the assessment of the most
critical cloud physics research areas. Evaluation of
the research areas showed the top ranked efforts should
include, in order, the study of 1) convective dynamics,
2) convective cloud-environmental interactions, 3) convective cloud microphysics-precipitation physics, 4) turbulent transport in convective clouds, 5) hail-growth processes, 6) nucleation in convective clouds, and 7) hydrometeor growth in orographic clouds.
T h e cloud physics research effort in each Impact
Area was also assessed as to its type; i.e., how much
should be devoted to laboratory, field, and numerical
efforts. Summarization indicated that 15% of the research
effort should be in laboratory work, 50% in field work,
and 35% in the numerical research efforts.
Weather and climate are limiting factors in all of our
foreseeable national problems, but most particularly in
the production of food and fibre. Cloud physics research and information derived therefrom can make
sizeable contributions to the solutions of this and other
problems relating to energy and quality of life.
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Relationship of cloud physics to national problems,
and the research priorities for cloud physics, were viewed
by this Panel as being two interrelated elements to be
handled in a sequential mode. Initially the societal
problems in the United States that could be addressed
by use of cloud physics knowledge were identified. Once
these needs and potential benefits were established, research priorities were established.
T h e approach to establishing relevance of cloud
physics was basically inductive and the evaluation procedure used by the Panel was essentially a Delphi Experiment. T h e major national problems of the foreseeable
10 years were identified, including food and fibre shortages, energy shortages, and diminished quality of life as
reflected in such things as air and water pollution,
limited recreation, and health effects. Then, many individual socio-economic areas, within these broad problem areas, wherein cloud physics could have an appreciable effect were identified. Each of the Impact Areas
was envisioned as a part of an eventual entity that would
rather completely delineate the potential socio-economic
relevance of cloud physics input. Such an approach was
viewed as a more objective means of 1) establishing the
relevance of cloud physics (rather than saying it is
relevant and working backwards), and 2) defining the
priorities and optimum needs to establish realistic relevance for cloud physics research. T h e Delphi Experiment
resulted in a series of numerical values relating to the
priorities.
2. Means of assessing interactions of cloud physics
and national needs and problems
Certain arbitrary decisions were used to define the context of the relevance of cloud physics. First, relevance
was established as being that related to the most pressing national problems within the foreseeable 10 years
(1974-83). Secondly, the societal problems and potential
benefits from new cloud physics knowledge were organized around basic cloud forms including a) fog-low
clouds, b) orographic clouds, c) convective clouds, and
d) upper level layer clouds (including middle layer
clouds). T h e large-scale storm systems were reviewed as
separate entities since they often incorporate many
of the aforementioned cloud types.
Third, major Impact Areas, for each cloud form,
were identified within the context of energy, food and
fibre, quality of life, wherein cloud physics knowledge
interfaced. Some illustrations of specific needs and benefits to be realized under each Impact Area, at least that
could be met qualitatively, were listed to explain and
support the choice of the Impact Areas.
Fourth, these Impact Areas were then ranked according to three general contribution areas, 1) description, 2) prediction, and 3) modification, within which
improved atmospheric and cloud physics knowledge
would have the greatest impact within the next 10 years.
T h e question which was answered in this choice was,
"Which of these three contribution areas would have

the greatest potential for societal benefits from cloud
physics within the next 10 years?"
Fifth, further classification of the Impact Areas was
pursued. T h e geographical scale in which the successful
accomplishment would impact, within the contribution
areas, was classified as being: 1) local, 2) state, 3) national,
and 4) international. These assessments were made to assist
decision-makers and the scientists in understanding the
scope of the impact if the problem is solved.
After these five evaluation steps, the direct interface/s
of the societal problems with cloud physics research
could be established. These interfaces were based on the
identification of the cloud physics research that had potential input to the Impact Areas. These inputs were
chosen by answering the question, "More cloud physics
information is needed in this Impact Area on . . .".
These research areas were defined in two ways: 1)
those considered "common" to most Impact Areas for a
given cloud type, and 2) those considered very "specific"
to each Impact Area.
3. Means of establishing priorities for research
T h e establishment of research priorities was accomplished experimentally. Priorities were established according to rankings chosen for the Impact Areas (or on
the basis of socio-economic needs). T h e types of research
already identified as being associated with the higher
ranking, or the more important Impact Areas, were
listed on the basis of the ranks of the Impact Area.
T h e research priorities were further classified on the
basis of effort needed in three general kinds of research:
1) laboratory effort, 2) field effort, and 3) numerical research effort. These were compared on the basis of a
mandatory scale of 10; that is, 10 points had to be
divided among the three efforts to indicate these areas
where greatest support will be needed to achieve the
societal benefits in the next 10 years.
Tables revealing the results of this experimental
approach are contained in this report, one for each
cloud type. T h e order of the listing of the Impact Areas
for each cloud type was chosen to reflect the socioeconomic importance of that area. Unfortunately, an inherent problem is that the true socio-economic values of
weather, and cloud physics specifically, are not adequately known. This report also contains a short text on
the large-scale storms and how cloud physics research
would interact and benefit national problems related
to such storm systems.
4. Results
T o illustrate the results produced for the four cloud
types, follow through one example, as displayed in
Table 1 concerning fog and low clouds. T h e prime Impact Area, as listed for fog and low clouds, was their
relevance to industry. Note that it is in the top position of industry in the table. Within this industrial
effect area, five different industries were identified,
with air transportation considered to be the prime
Impact Area.
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Next is a prime example of the societal benefits to be
realized through improved cloud physics knowledge
relating to fog. This is listed as more efficient scheduling
of aircraft transportation and a resulting conservation
of energy (jet fuels). Next in the table (left to right)
appears the evaluation (ranking) of the type of contribution or information that will achieve the maximum
societal benefits within the next 10 years. This evaluation was also based on the foreseeable technology as
well as on the needs for information. In Table 1, example for air transportation, the evaluation indicated
that modification of fog and low clouds was the highest
ranking contribution obtainable involving cloud physics.
This was followed by improved predictions of fog, and
then improved description of the phenomena.
T h e probable impact scale of the rank 1 solution, the
modification of the fog, is shown to exist on all geographical scales. This results because the impact will
range from the local (airport) up to the scale of improved international travel.
T h e cloud physics input to complete the statement
"More information would be needed on
to achieve the rank 1 contribution," is listed next. This
included "common" need (in the heading of this
column in Table 1) relating to an increase in knowledge
involving the "fog microstructure, its changes, and local
radiative and dynamic regimes." This common input
relates to all of the Impact Areas shown for fog and
low clouds. Also included as specific cloud physics input
for the Air Transportation Impact is knowledge relating
to new techniques and seeding agents for fog dispersal.
T h e last column shown on this table (and Tables 2-4)
is the apportionment chosen for the three types of research efforts that will be required to accomplish the top
ranked (modification) contribution. This shows that
within a framework of 10 possible points (amount of
support), 5 or 50% should go into field research, 3 or
30% into more laboratory research, and 2 or 20% into
numerical research efforts.
Each of the Impact Areas listed in Tables 1 through 4
were similarly determined.
Large-Scale Weather Systems: Extratropical and Tropical T h e improvement of a short-range forecast capability
for these weather systems is considered of highest priority. This predictive capability not only will reduce
loss of life and property damage across the nation, but
will increase the operating efficiency of a myriad of
weather-dependent industries and institutions. Moreover,
the attainment of a satisfactory short-range forecast
capability for these weather systems provides a foundation and launching place for expanding overt weather
modification efforts into larger and probably more important scales of atmospheric motion. Severe weather
accompanying such weather systems includes excessive
wind and precipitation, ice and snow storms, severe mesoscale convective storms, and storm tides.
Cloud physicists can play a valuable role in this mission, It is obvious that the fulfillment of the priority
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5. Research priorities

o .o

T h e Impact Areas identified as having societal relevance and benefitting from cloud physics knowledge
were rated. There were 27 specific Impact Areas considered in this final analysis. Some Impact Areas, such as
the five industrial Impact Areas related to fog (Table 1),
were considered as one Impact Area in this final
evaluation effort.
Initially, the 27 Impact Areas were each rated qualitatively on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the most important and 1 the least important. These ratings represent an effort to assess each Impact Area as to its degree
of societal benefit or relative importance to our nation.
Such an evaluation was deemed both necessary and
proper to develop the priorities for cloud physics research. In other words, major research efforts should be
concentrated where maximum national benefits can be
realized within the next 10 years. This rating was done
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research topics outlined for specific cloud types will
have a significant impact on the improvement of the
short-range forecast capability for large weather systems.
Since tropical and extratropical cyclone systems are
composites of the cloud types discussed in detail, the
diagnostic and prognostic methods and techniques developed for their study have direct application to the
understanding of the cloud physics of synoptic scale
systems. Convection must be properly parameterized if
mesoscale and synoptic scale numerical forecast models
are to satisfactorily simulate larger scale weather systems.
T o accomplish this important feature, atmospheric
scientists must be able to describe more satisfactorily
the turbulent transport that occurs in convection. We
need to define the effect of convection upon the broadscale structure of the environment. This requires definition of cumulus cloud populations and their spatial
and temporal evolutions; vertical mass fluxes within
cumulus; heat, moisture, and momentum budgets of
cumulus; the nature of local circulation; and interactions with larger scales of motion.
Exploration of possible inefficiencies in the precipitation processes accompanying extratropical cyclones
should also be pursued within the next 10 years. Definition of the microphysical processes controlling precipitation growth within extratropical cyclones and their spatial and temporal fluctuations are needed. Cloud populations, along with their temporal evolutions and ice and
water budgets, are required.
Perhaps the main distinguishing feature between the
role of cloud physics on extratropical systems versus
tropical storm systems is the added degree of skill that
must be attained in describing convective scale transports and energetics in tropical systems. That exists because convective scale energetics and transport processes
represent a greater fraction of the total tropical energetic
and transport processes. We must define quite precisely
the response of convective scale systems to what are
often small and subtle changes in the synoptic state.
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as a Delphi Experiment. Each of the Panel members
made a rating; these were then averaged; and the average scores of each were ranked as shown in Table 5.
Modification appears in 4 of the top 5 ranking impact
Areas.
These scores also appear in Table 6 which is based on
the major Impact Areas and the cloud types. T h e matrix
allows one to compare between cloud types and between
Impact Areas. Comparison of the median scores between
cloud types and for each Impact Area reveals the importance of contributions to be expected from research
for concerning convective clouds. Averaging the scores
for each Impact Area reveals that increases for water
supplies ranks highest, followed by power generation
and air quality. Water supply impacts rank high for
orographic and convective clouds types but low for
fog and upper level types.
An assessment of priorities for types of cloud physics
research can now be done by anyone in many ways. For
example, the higher ranking Impact Areas can be used,
by referring to Tables 1 through 4, to identify the primary research efforts needed to address these many problems. T h e Panel chose to apply a Delphi technique to
focus on the primary research needs. A more specific list
of the scientific research areas was developed solely
on the basis of the 10 highest ranking Impact Areas
shown in Table 5. A list of the research areas needed to
address the cloud physics aspects represented in these 10
Impact Areas was constructed. T h e resulting list con-
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TABLE 5. Rank of average scores for impact areas.
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Rank

Impact areas and cloud

Greatest
contribution
area

Panel's
average
score

Modification
Modification
Modification
Prediction

9.3
8.1
7.3
6.5

Modification
Description
Description
Prediction
Prediction
Prediction
Prediction
Prediction
Prediction
Prediction
Prediction
Description
Description
Modification
Description
Prediction
Prediction
Prediction
Description
Prediction
Description
Prediction
Description

5.9
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.3
4.1
3.9
3.9
3.6
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.0
2.9
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1.8
1.8
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Water supply—(convective)
Water supply—(orographic)
Storm damage—hail (convective)
Storm damage—excessive rain
(conv.)
Power generation—(orographic)
Water supply—(upper clouds)
Air quality—(convective)
Industry— (fog/stratus)
Tornado— (convective)
Excessive wind—(convective)
Power generation—(convective)
Recreation— (orographic)
Industry— (convective)
Lightning— (convective)
Power generation—(upper clouds)
Air quality—(upper clouds)
Solar energy—(fog/stratus)
Air quality—(fog/stratus)
Solar energy—(upper clouds)
Recreation—(fog/ stratus)
Industry—(upper clouds)
Industry— (orographic)
Solar energy—(orographic)
Recreation— (convective)
Air quality—(orographic)
Water supply—(fog/stratus)
Solar energy—(convective)
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TABLE 6. Average scores of Impact Areas classified
according to cloud types.
Impact areas

Fog/
stratus

ConOrographic vective

Upper
level

TABLE 7. Ranking of scores determined for research areas
defined from the 10 highest ranking impact
areas on Table 5.

Average
score
Rank

Water supply
Power generation
Air quality
Recreation
Industry
Solar energy
Storm damage
Tornado
Hail
Ex. rain
Lightning
Ex. wind
Medians (excluding
storm damage
scores)

1.8
3.0
2.5
4.3
3.3

8.1
5.9
1.9
3.9
2.3
2.3

9.3
3.9
4.4
2.0
3.6
1.8

4.4
3.4
3.4
2.4
2.9

5.9
4.4
3.2
2.8
2.7
2.6

4.3
7.3
6.5
3.5
4.1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

3.0

3.1

3.7

—

—

—

—

—

3.4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

—

12
13
tained 17 research areas, and these appear in Table 7.
T o establish priorities for these 17 research areas and
to be more specific in regard to recommendations to
future allocations of research support, the Panel rated
these on a mandatory scale of 1 to 10 with 10 the most
important and 1 the least. These scores were then
averaged and appear in Table 7, listed in rank of importance (score). These results clearly establish the
importance of future cloud physics research related to
convective clouds.
T h e types of research efforts for the 10 highest ranking
Impact Areas (Table 5) were also assessed. A simple
summation of these values for these highest ranked Impact Areas revealed totals of 16 for laboratory, 49 for
field work, and 35 for numerical efforts. These suggest
that about 15% of major cloud physics support in the
next 10 years should be devoted to laboratory research,
50% for field-oriented efforts, and 35% for numerical
studies.
Another general recommendation regarding allocation of support is that attention be given to cloud
physics efforts that within the next 1 to 5 years appear
to have a high probability of developing a major success
and impact on a large segment of society. A major, highly

14
15
16
17

Research areas

Convective dynamics
Convective cloud environment interaction
Convective microphysics and precipitation
processes
Description of turbulent transport in convective clouds
Hail growth processes in convective clouds
Ice and water nucleation in convective clouds
Hydrometeor growth in orographic clouds
Cloud and ice nucleation in orographic clouds
Ice crystal transfer between cloud systems
Upper cloud radiation effects
Convective cloud particle and hydrometeor
interaction
Effect of pollutants on convective weather
Effect of convective cloud scavenging on water
quality
Fog microstructure
Turbulent transport in fog
Local dynamic and radiational regimes for fog
formation
New techniques and agents for fog stabilization

Average
score

9
8
7
76
665+
5+
5
5
4
3+
3
3
32

visible and demonstrable accomplishment in cloud
physics would give major national emphasis to the science in general. T o this end, we suggest that potential
demonstrable payoffs can occur from such potential
breakthroughs as the amelioration of warm fog and
from the results obtained from studies of urban-industrial effects on clouds and related products.
Finally, all cloud physics scientists should become
much more directly aware of the national problems
and how their specific work may relate to these problems, regardless of the type of cloud physics endeavor
being pursued. For example, those in weather modification should be concerned with such things as the costbenefits as well as the cost-risk benefit concepts. Within
this general framework, the cloud physicists should be
aware of the view of cloud physics taken both by society
and by prospective customers of knowledge derived from
cloud physics research.

AMS delegation visits me people's Republic ol China
In response to an invitation from the Chinese Meteorological
Society, a small delegation of officials of the American Meteorological Society and their wives were guests of the Chinese
in a visit to the People's Republic of China from April 20 to
May 4, 1974. The delegation consisted of Mr. David S. Johnson (President—1974), delegation leader; Prof. Richard J.
Reed (Past President—1972) and Joan Reed; Dr. William W.
Kellogg (Past President—1973) and Elizabeth Kellogg; Dr.
David Atlas (President-Elect—1975) and Lucille Atlas; and
Dr. Kenneth C. Spengler (Executive Director) and Margaret
Spengler.

In addition to visiting numerous meteorological facilities
and organizations in the areas of Peking, Shanghai and
Canton, the delegation was shown many aspects of Chinese
life and society and, of course, some of the outstanding cultural features such as the Great Wall and Forbidden City. A
full report of the visit will be published in the October
BULLETIN.

The AMS has extended an invitation to the Chinese Meteorological Society to send a similar delegation from the
People's Republic of China to visit the United States of
America.
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